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■“THAT TIIY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, TIIY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”

VOL. VIS.
CONDUCTED BV

AN ASSOCIATION OF CLERGYMEN.

GEORGE IV MYERS, PRINTER.

From the Home Missionary Magazine.
EVENING HYMN.
Lord of glory ; King of power!
In this lone and silent hour,
While the shades of darkness rise,
And the eve is on the skies,
And the twilight’s glance is set,
And the starry watch has met;
Ere each welcome couch is prest,
Ere we seek our wonted rest;
By the blessing as the dews,
Which yon shaded skies diffuse,
Pour’d with healing influence,
O’er the fast relaxing sense,
Bid our feverish passions cease,
Calm us with thy promised peace ;
And thy guardian presence spread
Round each undefended head,
Till the fires of morning burn,
Till the wheel of light return.
From the phantoms of the night,
Dreaming horror, pale affright,
Thoughts which rack the slumbering breast,
Fears, which haunt the realm of rest,
And the wounded mind’s remorse,
And the temper’s secret force ;
Hide us ’neatli thy mercy’s shade,
Shield us with thy might display’d.
Yet not here reveal’d alone,
Be thy power to comfort known;
Wheresoe’er the brow of pain
Seeks oblivion’s balm in vain,
Or the lorin of watchful grief
Knows not of the night's relief;
There thy pity softening pour,
There the spirit’s calm restore;
Till each tongue, from ’plaining free,
Wakes the hymn of praise to Thee !
Yet a deeper shroud than now
Waits to shroud each mortal brow,
And a gloom, when none can save,
E’en the midnight of the grave,
Where our fathers’ relies rest,
Now no more with wo oppiess’t;
As the parch’d and withering grass,
Soon our fleeting forms shall pass,
And our mortal course be o’er,
And our place behold no more.
Grant, then, at our being’s close,
When that long apd last repose
Blends us with our kindred dust,
Firm on Thee may be our trust,
And our hopes with dread unmix’d,
On the Rock of ages fix’d,
Till the sun of truth ascending,
Wakes the morn which knows no ending.
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placing them in their pockets, they proceeded
on their walk.
Some time after, one of these youths visited
his home in the country, where his sister, the
subject of this little sketch, resided. He found
her in circumstances of affliction, peculiarly
distressing. She had lived without God in the
world, and had no refuge in the hour of trial.—
When trouble came upon her, she began to con
sider her ways, and, at the time of her brother's
return, was anxiously seeking some new foun
dation on which to rest her broken hopes. In
“all time of her prosperity,” the Bible had been
a seSled book, but now that the clouds had ga
thered she occasionally opened its sacred pages
—but the “scales” still obscured her mental
vision, for they had not been touched by that
Holy Spirit which is promised to all who seek
it.
As she was arranging her brother’s trunk,
she tound one of the volumes of the Prayerbook, of which we have spoken. Being the on
ly book there, she was curious to see what it
was, and sat down to look it over—she became
interested and took it to her room. The next
day she resumed her examination, and, to use
her own language to the clergyman who bap
tized her, lfionnd in it every thing she wanted”
It pointed her to God, her Creator—to Jesus
Christ, the author and finisher of her faith, and
to the Holy Scriptures which revealed that God
and Saviour’s will, and it taught her to pray for
grace that she might “read, mark, learn, and
inwardly digest them.” She now made the
word of God her daily study, and in the light
of its hallowed pages became sensible of the
sinfulness of her heart, and was brought a weep •
ing penitent to her Saviour’s feet.
In a town about eleven miles from her home,
there was an Episcopal Church. Thither with
her son and her Prayer-book she went and found
in its scriptural services all that her heart desir
ed. At long intervals she was enabled to visit
the sanctuary of her choice. Shesoughtan in
terview with the clergyman, and made known
to him the state of her feelings. He guided,
counselled and encouraged her, and she went
on step by step, adding to her faith, knowledge
and to knowledge the graces of the Christian
life, and when the sweet festival of Easter came
forward she stood at the baptismal font, and
dedicated herself and her child to the service
of their risen Lord.
Una.
From the New York Observer.
THE MYSTERIES OF CHRISTIANITY-

“What is religion? It is God placing himself
in the relation of the Creator with the creature;
infinite with finite. This, without going farther
is a mystery,a mystery common to all religions,
impenetrable in all religions. If, then, what is
mysterious offends you, you are stopped on the
threshold,I will not say of Christianity,^but of
any religion, even the religion which is called
natural, because it rejects revelations and mir
acles; for every religion supposes some relation,
some communication between God and man; if
THE OBSERVER.
you do not admit of this relation, you must be
From the Episcopal Recorder.
atheists. You can have no religious belief and
for the same reason that you refuse to be Chris
THE PRAYER BOOK.
tians, you cannot even be deists. This is not
The Church had dropped her garb of mourn all,my brethren. Not only are mysteries an in
ing and humiliation, had arrayed herself in her separable part and the very substance of
garment of praise, and her faithful sons and all religion, but true religion must present ma
daughters had come up to celebrate the festi ny mysteries. Since it is true it must teach us
val of Easter—happy, holy Easter—the “day more truths respecting God and divine things
of days”—the “queen of feasts’’—the “Sun of than any other religion, and even than all others
other days.”
j together; but each of these truths relates to in
It was a bright and beautiful morning, and the finity, and consequently involves mystery.
sun’s light was very cheering, though it shone
How should it be otherwise in religion when
upon leafless trees and barren fields, for nature it is so in nature? Behold God in nature. The
with us does not, as in our mother land, keep more he offers to our astonishment. To every
pace with the church at this season, and tell by creature is attached some enigma. Every grain
her bursting buds and blossoms the tale of hope of sand is an abyss. But, if the manifestation
and resurrection. But there was enough with God has made of himself’in nature gives occa
out her echoing voice to cheer the Christian’s sion for the observer to asK a thousand ques
heart, to strengthen his hopes, and bid him go tions which cannot be answered, what must he
on his way rejoicing.
the case when to this first revelation another is
The solemn and interesting services of the added when God the Creator and Preserver ex
morning were over in one of our village church hibits himself in a new character as God the
es. and its worshippers had assembled for those Reconciler and Saviour? Will not mysteries
of the evening.
multiply with discoveries? To each new day
“Chalice and plate and snowy vest” had been shall we not see associated a new night? And
removed, and in their place stood the simple shall we not purchase our new knowledge with
silver font. The memorable events of the day new ignorance? The doctrine of grace alone,
of Pentecost, contained in the second evening so consoling, and which may be called the very
lesson, had been read and the clergyman des foundatkm of the gospel, has dug a profound
cended from the desk and stood beside the con- abyss intk> ijrhich, for eighteen centuries, rash
crated basin. A mother approached the chan and restless spirits have plunged.
cel leading her only child, ahoy of nine years.
Christianity, tl.cn musthe mysterious beyond
She was alone, and, in her dress of pure white, any other religiph, precisely because it is true.
was a most interesting object—the ceremony of Like the mounfaJhsVwtoich, the higher they rise
ndult baptism commenced—the lonely parent the farther they rapt weir shadows, the gospel
knelt, and was received into the congregation is obscure and mysterious in proportion to its
of Christ’s flock. The boy stood apart, watch sublimity.
ing the scene, with his eye intently fixed upon
Remember »f»o, that in claiming to compre
the clergyman.
The service concluded the hend everything in the gospel, we contradict
mother took her son's hand and presented him ourselves: for the submission we are unwilling to
nt the font. All are familiar with the beautiful yield in religion, we have to yield in a thousand
rite of infant baptism. The young soldier was other matters. We every day admit things we
duly sworn into the service of the Lord Jesus cannot comprehend, and we do it without the
Christ, and his maternal sponsor assumed for least repugnance. The things which are in
another the promises which she had just made comprehensible to us are far more numerous
in her own name. The ceremony was soon over than we are apt to imagine. Few diamonds are
—the mother and child quietly returned to their perfectly pure; fewer truths are perfectly clear;
seats—the organ pealed forth the inspiring chant union of our soul and our body is a mystery,
and the regular service was resumed. It was our most familiar feelings, our affections are a
a common and simple occurrence—the dedica mystery;—the action of thought and will is a
tion of two souls to God, but a peculiar interest mystery; our existence itself is a mystery. Why
was excited by this baptism.
do we admit all these different facts? Is it be
The circumstances that had thus drawn this cause we understand them? No, surely,but be
mother into the holy precincts of oar Church, cause they are evident of themselves and are
were singular, and seemed almost accidental,un vital truths. In religion, we follow the same
less viewed as links in that chain of providen method. It is necessary to know whether re
ces by which an Almighty hand had drawn the ligion is true, whether it is necessary,and, once
wanderers, one after another, into his fold.
convinced of these two points, to submit our
Some months since, three young men were selves, like the angels themselves, to the neces
walking together through the streets of one of sity of being ignorant of some of its truths.
our large cities. As they sauntered idly along
And why should we not submit cheerfully to
the attention of one of them was arrested by a privation, which is no privation in reality?—
three books which appeared to have been drop Why should we desire to understand mysteries?
ped by some one, and were lying unclaimed What is the design of the gospel in relation to
upon the side-walk. They were picked up; and us? Plainly to regenerate and save us. But
proved to be three copies of the Book of Com the gospel fully attains this design by the truth
mon Prayer. The brothers each took one, and it reveals: what would it avail us to know also

the-t ruth it conceals? We possess that know
ledge which can enlighten ourcoasciences, rectifyoui inclinations,renewour heart.;what should
we gain by possessing other knowledge? It
is infinitely important for us to know that the
Bible is the word pfJjr.od; is it equally impor
tant to know the manner in which the holy men
who wrote were moved by the Holy Spirit?—
It is infinftelyiinportant to know that Jesus Christ
is the Son of God ; need we know precisely in
what manner-the Divine and human nature are
united in his adorable person? It is infinitely
important to know that except we are born again
we cannot enter into the kingdom of heaven,
and that the Holy Spirit is the author of this
new birth; but would it be of any use to us to
know the divine process bv which this miracle
is effected? Is it not enough for us to know the
truths which save; need we know those which
cannot have the least influence.upon our salva
tion?
In regard to religion,the true question is this,
Does the religion proposed to us change the
heart? does it unite to God? does it prepare us
for heaven? If Christianity produces these/effects, we will let the enemies of Christianity re
volt if they please, against these mysteries, and
even tax them with absurdity. If it is an ab
surdity, it is a new sort of absurdity, one which
attached man to all his duties, which regulates
human life better than all thedoctrines of thewise,
which restores within man, balance of mind, or
der and peace, which makes him fulfil cheer
fully all the obligations of civil life, which ren
ders him more fit to live, and better prepared
to die, and which if generally received, would
be the support and safe-guard of society. Show
us among human absurdities one that produces
such effects. If the “folly” which we preach,
produces such salutary consequences, is it not
rational to conclude that it is the truth itself,
and that if these doctrines are not reached by
the heart of man, it is not because they are ab
surd, but because they are divine?”
AN EXAMPLE TO LAYMEN.

From the notice of Mr. Samuel Morrill, a na
tive of New Hampshire, and a member of the
Bangor Theological Seminary, who died on the
17th February, aged 28.
Within the cirele of his college walks there
was an infidel neighborhood abandoned to every
vice, and considered by others as beyond the
reach of the power of the gospel. His walk for
relaxation and exercise often carried him thith
er; and he soon won the friendly regards of
the people so far that he proposed to establish
among them a Sabbath school. They accepted
the proposal, with the condition that religious in
struction which they despised and hated should
be excluded from the school. It accordingly
commenced under this arrangement* But his
mildness, and modesty and unobtrusive kindness
gained their confidence and respect to such a
degree, that no objections were made when the
doctrines of the Divine existence, a universal
Providence, and the accountability of man were
urged from the constitution and course of na
ture. It was not long before the book of reve
lation as well as the book of nature was tolerat
ed, and the influence of its divine precepts was
felt and manifested in the little community.—
Drunkenness and vice of various kinds were re
strained, industry and virtue were promoted.
In the autumn of 1835, hegraduated at Dart
mouth College, and soon after became a mem
ber ot the junior class in Bangor Theological
Seminary. He was regular in his attendance
upon his appointed studies, but in a short time
he had found leisure to examine almost every
locality of’’ice, and wretchedness, and povertyin the city and neighborhood. He would go out
among the Irish residents and others of the poor
and laboring class, and entering one of their
houses, would send the children to invite all the
children in the neighborhood to come in. The
strangeness of the thing at first drew them toge
ther, when he would address them kindly, tell
them some pleasing familiar story, give to each
some fruit, or cake, or a little book, or picture
to catch the fancy of a child and then dismiss
them, pleased but wondering at this unwonted
treatment. His second visit was always more
successful than the first, and soon every child
would rejoice at his presence, and come, bare
headed through wind and storm, and meet him.
His next step would be to secure their atten
dance at school; and during the summer and
fall of 1836, two schools were in very successful
operation designed expresslyfor them,and estab
lished mainly through his instrumentality. His
kindness to the sick and the destitute of every
class, and the thousand ways in which he con
trived to relieve their wants and to procure for
them the charities of others, gave him great
influence with the parents, so that whenever he
appeared among them, all rose up, both old
and young, to call him blessed. In the em
ployment of the Hammond street Female Mis
sionary Society, he met a company of children
thirty or forty in number, every Saturday after
noon and three or four smaller circles on the
Sabbath, when the parents were often present.
As he approached the place of meeting we have
often seen the children come out with smiling
faces and take him by the hand, and by parts of
his dress and lead him, with an air of triumph,
to the house. The funeral services were attendedby a largeaudience,inHammondstreet church
on the following Sabbath afternoon,—sermon
by Professor Pond, from Rev. xiv. 13. The
distant parts of the house were crowded by per
sons presenting a striking contrast with the rest
of the assembly.
They were the sons and
daughters of poverty and want, of various ages
from childhood to trembling, decrepit old age,
of various nations and religions,and with an ex
ternal appearance as motley, and singular, and
various as were their characters and condition.
But one common sympathy in the loss of their
frietid had drawn them together, and they stood
looking on in silent grief until the services clos
ed. They then crowded round the hearse, as
the procession was forming and seemed deter
mined to follow it as the chief mourners. The

whole scene was an eloquent an affecting eulo
gy upon the character and usefulness of him for
whom they mourned. He left a noble exam
ple for all th’e disciples of Christ.—N. Y. Evan
gelist .

If the carnal mind were not enmity against
God,and incapable of discerning spiritual things,
the .scriptures would be jniversallyadmired.Lay
ing aside the id ea of divine inspiration, they are
inimitably beautiful,both in respect of sentiment
and composition. There is a vast variety, and
every one would find something to gratify his
peculiar taste. The mind which loves the his
toric page would be wonderfully pleased with
the history of the old world; and the amazing
vicisitudes of the posterity of Jacob. How ma
ny miraculous events took place from their go
ing down into Egypt to the destruction of their
city and temple by the' Romans’ The person
delighted with the lofty strains of poetry, would
find infinite gratification in some’ancient songs,
composed to celebrate certain signal deliveran
ces? as when Israel sang after their passage
through the Red Sea, and Deborah when Sisera fell before her. The book of Job, the pro
phecies of Isaiah, and the peformances of the
sweet singer of Israel, would fill his heart with
admiration. The book of Ecclesiastes would
suit the mind anxious to be acquainted with the
works of nature, and the proverbs of Solomon
are an unequalled system of morality. Were it
not for the vitiated and depraved taste of man
kind, the celebrated Parnassus would be forsak
en for Zionhill, and the poisonous streams once
sacred to the muses, would be exchanged for
the wells of salvation. But the Scriptures are
divine; and the natural man receiveth not the
the things of the spirit of God, for they are fool
ishness unto him neither can he know them, be
cause they are spiritually discerned. God hath
written to us the great things of his law, but
they are counted as strange things by the
bulk of mankind__ Anon.

nesses who unite in bearing the same testimony,
prevent us from believing that it was unmerited
But one secret of the success of Mr. Fletcher’s
preaching undoubtedly was that he had so tho
roughly studied the recesses of his own heart, as
to be able to probe the hearts of others. He
was prepared for every case which could be
presented. Another reason which gave a pow
er and excellence to his discourses, was the
grand topic which ran through them all. This
was, the grace and mercy of God through a
Redeemer.
“He was accustomed,” we are
told, “to place his chief glory and pleasure in
spreading abroad the benedictions oftheGospel.
He considered the ministration of mercy as
abundantly more glorious than that of condem
nation, and was disposed to magnify it as such
on all occasions.” Thereis one specimen of his
preaching given in this volume, from which we
will make an extract. We suspect, from its
hortatory style, that it is the conclusion of some
sermon.

“Come then, conscious sinner, come to the feast of par
doning love: taste with us, that the Lord is gracious. Let
not a false humility detain thee, under pretence, th^t ‘thou
art not humbled and broken enough for sin.’ Alas! who
can humble thee but Jesus, that says, without me ye can da
nothing. And how canst thou be broken but by failing
upon this chief corner stone. If humiliation and contrition
are parts of the salvation which he merited for thee, is it not
the quintessence of self righteousness to attempt to attain
them without him ? Away then, forever away, with such a
dangerous excuse. .
“Christ is a Redeemer most eminently fitted, a Saviour
most completely qualified, to restore corrupt, guilty, apos ,
tate mankind; the vilest of the vile, the foulest of the foul
not excepted. lie is Almighty, and therefore perfectly
able to restore lapsed powers, root up inveterate habits, and
implant heavenly tempers. lie is love itself, compassion
ate merciful, pardoning love, become incarnate for thee__
And shall he, that spared not his own life, but delivered
himself up for us ail—shall he not with bis own blood also
freely give us all tilings?
“See! Pardon for lost sinners is written with pointed
BIOGRAPHY
steel and streaming In.iod on bis pierced hands and feet__
flie double flood issuing from bis wounded side more than
From the New York Review.
seals the dear bought blessing. The hand writing against
MEMOIR OF REV. J. W. FLETCHER.
us is nailed to his cross and blotted out with his precious
(Continued.')
blood. Il is open arms invite, draw and welcome return
It is as the Vicar of MadelcyfinnA. Mr.Fletch- ing prodigals; and there encircled, the worst of sinners
er has been always known to the world. Here may find a safe and delightful retreat, a real and present
for twenty-five years, he labored, and toiled heaven. Fly, then, miserable sinner,—if thy flesh is not
and prayed, his only desire being, “to glorify brass, and thou canst not dwell with everlasting burnings,
his Master on earth and to finish the work he fly for shelter to the bloody cross of Jesus. There thou
had given him to do,”
wilt meet him who was, and is, and is to come, Immanuel,
His care was fixed;
God with us, who appeared as the Son of man, to make
To fill his odorous lamp with deeds of light,
his
soul an offering for sin: and save thy life from destruc
And hope that reaps not shame.”
tion, by losing his own in pangs, which made the sun turn
The parish was populous, and had long been pale, shook the earth, and caused the shattered graves to
celebrated for its extensive collieries and iron give up their dead.”

works; but the inhabitants, as is too often the
case in crowded mining and manufacturing dis
tricts, were notorious for their ignorance and
impiety. Foe this class, however, Mr. Fletcher
was peculiarly qualified. Naturally bold and
energetic in his disposition, he entered with al
acrity on labors, from which men of a gentler
spirit, would have shrunk. lie was gifted also
with an elasticity of mind, which enabled him
to bear up under the discouragements and diffi 
culties of so rough and uncultivated a field.—
During the earlier years of his ministry, ail
qualities were called into exercise, for he had
to deal with men who were exceedingly restive
under his searching appeals. And every step
which he took, in the conscientious discharge
of his duty, seemed to draw down upon him a
storm of persecution. He opposed the brutal
amusements to which his parishioners were ad
dicted and the colliers were aroused to fury.—
He preached against intemperance, and the pub
licans became his bitter enemies. He proclaim
ed the strict demands of pure religion, and
from every quarter there came up one roar of
indignation against such strange tidings. But
he still persevered,until by the benevolence of his
life, he won the affections, and confidence of his
people. Ill’s church, which at first, was thinly
attended, began to overflow, and a striking
change was at length visible in the morality and
general state of feeling which prevailed through
his flock.
His preaching too must have been of the
highest character, and admirably adapted to ar
rest the attention- Possessing a strong imagin
ation, lively feelings, and a ready utterance,
he generally, after having carefully sketched
out the subject, trusted to his extemporaneous
powers, as being the mode best calculated to
produce impression. All who heard him, bear
witness to the ettec-t of his eloquence:—

“There was an energy in his preaching”—says Mr.
Gilpin—“that was irresistable.
His subjects, his lan
guage, his gestures, the tone of his voice, and the turn of
his countenance, all conspired to fix the attention, and af
fect the heart. Without aiming at sublimity he was tru
ly sublime: and uncommonly eloquent, without affecting
theorator. He was wondrously skilled in adapting him
self to the different capacities and condition ot his hearers.
He could stoop to the illiterate, and rise with the learned;
he had incontrovertible arguments for the sceptic, and pow
erful persuasives for the listless believer; he had sharp re
monstrance for the obstinate, and strong consolation for
the mourner. To hear him without admiration was im
possible:—without profit improbable. The unthinking
went from his presence under the influence of serious im
pressions, and the obdurate with kindled lelentings.”
“Insteadof being confined,”—says Mr, Wesley—“to a
country village, he ought to have shone in every corner
of our land. He was full as much called to sound an
alarm through all the land as Mr. Whitfield himself; nay
abundantly more so, seeing lie was much better qualified
for that important work. He had a more striking person,
an equally winning address, together with a richer flow of
fancy, a stronger understanding, a far greater treasure of
learning both in languages, philosophy, philology, and di
vinity, and above all, (which I can speak with fuller as
surance, because 1 had a thorough knowledge both of one
and the other,) a more deep and constant communion with
the Father, and with the son Jesus Christ.”

This is high praise, but the number of wit

There was nothing studied or artificial in the
preaching of Mr. Fletcher. His eloquence was
that of nature. It was evident to all who lis
tened that he was wrapped up in his subject—
that he deeply realized “things eternal” and
was anxious to impress the same feelings upon
his hearers. Phis clothed his word with pow
er, which nothing else could have imparted to
them. We find the following example of it giv
en by tne Rev. Melville Home,—
“Mr. Fletcher was in the midst of a most animated de
scription of the terrible day of the Lord, when he sudden
ly paused. Every feature of his expressive countenance
was marked with painful feeling; and striking his forehead
with the palm of his hand, he exclaimed, ‘wretched man
that I am/ Beloved brethren, it often cuts me to the
soul, as it does at this moment, to reflect that while I have
been endeavoring, by the force of truth, by the beauty of
holiness, and even by the terrors of the Lord, to bring you
to walk in the peaceable paths of righteousness, I am with
respect to many of you who reject the Gospel, only tying
mill-stones round your neck, to sink you deeper in perdi
tion.’ The whole Church was electrified, and it was some
time before be could resume bis subject.”

But the labors of Mr. Fletcher were not con
fined to his public services. He was truly and
literally, a pastor, in the earliest and best ac
ceptation of the term. In his daily intercourse
with his people, he had “a word in season” for
each, adapted to his character and circumstan
ces. When infectious diseases prevailed, and all
others shrank from the bed-side of the sick, he
fearlessly passed whole nights administering to
the wants both of the body and the soul. A
knock at his door, at midnight in the depth of
winter, brought him instantly to the window,
and if told his assistance was needed, his inva
riable answer was, “I will attend you immedi
ately.” On such occasions, we are told, “he
administered advice with fidelity and affection
accoidingto the circumstances of his people,
delivering the promises of the Gospel to those
whom he considered prepared for them, and
earnestly praying for others, that the mercy of
God might be manifested to them, though it
should be at the eleventh hour.”
His biographer, indeed compares him with
Ignatius, the venerable Bishop of Antioch, in
the acquaintance he had with almostevery indi
vidual of his flock, and the parental tenderness
with which lie watched over their spiritual in
terests. He taught them from house to house,
and so well fitted were his instructions, and so
earnest his pleadings, that in some of his pasto
ral visits, we are informed that “a whole family
has burst into tears, and with one accord ex
pressed their desire to devote themselyes unre
servedly to the service of God.” The methods
to which he resorted to arrest the attention or
awaken the conscience, were often peculiar and
strikingly characteristic of the man:—
“A poor collier, now living in Madely, and upwards of
eighty years of age, relates that in the former part of his
life he was exceedingly profligate, and that Mr. Fletcher
frequently sought opportunities to converse with him on
his awful state. Being,however,aware of bis pious vicar’s
intentions, be was accustomed, as soon as be saw him, to
run home with all speed, and bolt the door before Mr.
I'letcher could reach it; and thus, for many months togeth
er he escaped his deserved reproofs. The holy man, how
ever,still persevering in his attempts,on one occasion gain-
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ed possession of the house of this determined sinaer.
The poor man, awed by the presence of his minister, and
softened by the persuasive kindness of his manners, wa»
greatly affected, and received those religious impressions
which soon ended in a thorough change in his character,
lie is now nearly blind: and with numerous bodily, infir
mities, is evidently tottering over the grave, but he is still
in his humble station, walking consistently in the fear of
the Lord.”
“Another of his parishioners, who is still living, relates,
the following characteristic circumstance;—when a young
man, he was married by Mr. Fletcher, who said to him as*
soon as the service was concluded, and he was about to
make the accustomed entrj,—‘Well, William you have had
your naino entered into our register once before this.’—
‘Yes sir, at my baptism,’ ‘And now, your name will be en
tered a second time:—you have no doubt thought much
about your present step, and made preparation for it in a
great many different ways.’ ‘Yes sir.” ‘Recollect how
ever that a third entry of your name,—the register of your
burial will sooner or later take place. Think, then, about
death: and make preparation for that also, lest it overtake
you as a thief in the night.’ This person is now walking
in the ways of the Lord, and states that he often adverts
to this and other things which this holy man found fre
quent occasions to say to him.”
“Many similar anecdotes are related by the older of his
parishioners, all tending to show how watchful he was to
seize every occasion which might be turned into useful
ness.- and with what readiness and versatility of pow
ers he adapted himself to their various stations and feel
ings.”

Thus for ten years his life passed away, in
the midst ot his unwearied labors as a parish
priest. At the end of this period he yielded to
the reiterated desires of his relations in Swit
zerland, and determined to revisit his native
land. We regret that our limits will not allow
us to trace his steps during this journey of five
months on the continent, tor its history consti
tutes an exceedingly interesting portion of the
work. We should like to portray him to our
readers astheChristian minister abroad,as well as
at home'—arguing with infidels, in whose com
pany he happened to be thrown until their scep
ticism was vanquished, and they were brought
to the toot of the cross—visiting the remnant
of the persecuted Hugunots, and with some
what of a romantic feeling performiog this pil
grimage on foot,—hearing his bold testimony to
the truth even in the midst of Papal Rome,—
and, finally, in his own native land, delighting
multitudes by his preaching, until on his depar
ture, an aged minister exclaimed with tears in
his eyes, “O, how unfortunate for this country!
during my day it has produced but one angel,
and it is our lot to be deprived of him.” But we
hope that those who have accompanied us thus
far in the sketch of this eminent Christian's life
will be induced to procure the work and read
it for themselves. We assure them, it is a mine
from-which we have selected here and there
only single gems, as specimens of the whole.
The succeeding portion of the volume calls
U9 to view Mr. Fletcher in a new character, that
of a controversial writer; and we confess, that
after beholding all his humility and gentleness,
we were hardly prepared to see him enter
the arena of polemical debate. He passed
however uninjured even through this trial,
•wlxioh cauoto oo manjy, in tho ardor ol tho dlSputant, to forget the humility of the disciple.—
For some time previous to his journey on the
continent, he had been acting as superintendent
of the seminary at Trevecca in South Wales,
established by the Countess of Huntingdon.—
His theological opinions however, differed wide
ly from those entertained by that lady, and af
ter his return to England, divisions arose in the
Collefie, which compelled him to withdraw, and
at last ended in a painful discussion. We speak
without regret of this period of his life since it
enables us to point out the spirit in which lie
acted, the example of which we think might
teach an usef ul lesson in this day of heated, and
often angry controversy. We believe that he
merited the remark of his biographer, that nei
ther polemical writing nor the acrimony of
some of his opponents, was able to discompose
his heavenly temper.” This moderation was a
leading trait in his character: and the overflow
ing love he seemed to feel for every human be
ing must have been often sufficient to disarm
the most bitter enmity. To give every instance
where this feeling was exhibited would be im
possible,without transcribing the w’hole-volume
for it was interwoven most beautifully with all
his actions.” We will quote a few examples, to
show “what manner of spirit he was of.” To
Mr. Benson who had been discarded from the
same college, he wrote:
“So far as we can, let us keep the matter to ourselves.—
When you speak of it to others, rather endeavour to palli
ate than aggravate what has been wrong in your opposers.
Remember that great lady has been an instrument of ex
tensive good, and that there are inconsistencies attending
the greatest and best of men. Possess your soul in pa
tience, see the salvation of God: and believe, though
against hope, thatlight will spring out of darkness.”
“On sending the manuscript of his first Check to Antinomianism to a friend much younger than himself, he says,
‘1 beg, as upon my bended knees, you would revise and
correct it, and take off quod durius sonat, in point of words,
reproof and style. I have followed my light which is but
that of smoking flax; put yours to mine. I am charged
hereabouts with scattering fire brands, arrows and death.
Quench some of my brands,blunt some of my arrows, and
take off all my deaths, except that which I design for antinomianism. ”

We will give one example more, because it
is an occurrence too beautiful and touching to
be omitted:—
“When apparently in dying circumstances at Bristol, a
dissenting minister called upon’him. Though he had been
forbidden to converse, and the gentleman was a stranger,
Mr. Fletcher admitted and received him with his usual
courtesy. But the visitor instead of conversing on such
subjects as were suitable to Mr. Fletcher’s Christian charactefand afflicted circumstances, entered warmly on contro
versy, and told him ‘lie had better have been confined to his
bed with a dead palsy, than have written so many bitter
things against the dear children of God.’ ‘My brother,’
said Mr. Fletcher, ‘I hope I have not been hitter. 'Cer
tainly I did not mean to be so, but I wanted more love
then, and I feel I want more now.’ This mild answer
silenced him; and sent him away, I true’, better acquaint
ed with Mr. Fletcher’s spirit and his own.”

After Mr. Fletcher’s return to England, he
was permitted to continue his parish duties,only
about three years, when it became but too evi
dent that his period of active usefulness was
drawing to its close. His ardent mind had urg
ed him forward to labors which he bad not
strength to sustain. United with these, was his
intense application to study in which he fre
quently spent fourteen or sixteen hours in the
day. These together, had been for some time
making perceptible inroads on his health. For
the remaing ten years which he survived, it was
a constant struggle against feebleness and dis
ease. The spirit was willing, and desirous to
labor, but the flesh was weak. He was well
aware, however, of his situation, and the feeble
tenure upon which he held his life. To Mr.
Ireland, he remarked; “How life goes! I walk
ed, now I gallop, into eternity. The bowl of
life goes rapidly down the steep hill of time.—
Let us be wise. Let us trim our lamps,and con
tinue to give ourselves to Him that bought us,
till we can do it without reserve.” He became
if possible, more insensible than ever to the
charms of worldly applause, and when prefer
ment in the church was offered him by the
Lord Chancellor, he answered with character
istic simplicity, that “he wanted nothing but
an increase of grace.”
*
■> #
#
*
#
By the advice of his friends,Mr. Fletcher now
spent some time in travelling in different parts
of England, but without procuring the desired
relief. He determined therefore again to re
turn to Switzerland, to try the air of his native
mountains. Before his departure, however, he
sought an interview with all those with whom
he had been engaged in controversy, that, “all
doctrinal differences apart, he might testify his
sincere regret for having given them the least
displeasure; and receive from them some assur
ance ot reconciliation and good will.” With
that solicitude for his people’s welfare, which
always marked his conduct, he also addressed
to them a farewell pastoral letter, to strengthen
them in the faith,declaring it to be his sweetest
and firmest hope, that if they were never again
to see each other in the flesh, they should meet,
“where there are no parting seas, no interpos
ing mountains, no sickness, no death, no fear of
loving too much, no shame for loving too little.’
It was not until more than three years had
been passed in travelling, that he ventured to
return to England. His strength was but par
tially restored, yet he again resumed his min
isterial duties; and the remnant of his life was
spent in the quiet and seclusion of his own par
ish. It was at this time, that Mr. Fletcher mar
ried: when his age, (for he was more than fifty,)
and his infirm health, seemed to render such a
step improbable. His wife, was one “ ot equal
standing with him in the school of Christ: hav
ing drunk of the same spirit; being actuated
by the same zeal, and prepared in every respect
to accompany him in the Christian race.” She
therefore, proved, during the four years their
nnion lasted, a valuable aid in all his ministe
rial labors. “She sweetly helps me,”—he wrote
to a friend,—“to drink the dregs of life, and to
carry with easo the daily cross. Neither of us
are long for this world: we see it, we feel it;
and, by looking at death and his conqueror, we
fight beforehand our last battle with that last
enemy, whom our dear Lord hath overcome
for us.” Thus, the concluding days of his life
glided quietly away:—
•‘As he approached the end of his course,” says Mr.
Gilpin, “the graces he had kept in continual exercise for
so long a season became more illustrious and powerful; his
faith was more assured, his hope more lively, his charity
more abundant, his humility more profound, and his resig
nation more complete. To those who were intimately
conversant with him at this season, be appeared as a scholar
of the highest attainments in the school of Christ, or,
rather, as a regenerate spirit in his latest state of prepara
tion for the kingdom of God: and this extraordinary emi
nence in grace was discoverable in him, not from any high
external professions of sanctity, but from that meekness of
wisdom, that purity of conversation, and lowliness of
mind, by which his whole carriage was uniformly distin
guished.”

( To be continued.)

Controversy seems not to have left behind it,
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in his mind, a single unpleasant or unchristian
•feeling. An affecting example of this is fur GAMBIER, WEDNESDAY, MAY 17, 183 7.
nished by his interview with Mr. Berridge__
Institution.—We learn from the Churchman
They had not met before for nearly twenty
years during which period they had been ar that the Rev.Benjamin I.Haight,the late highly es
rayed against each other in theological war teemed Rector of St. Paul’s Church, Cincinnati,
fare:-—
was instituted into the office of Rector of All
“The instant we entered the room,” says Mr. JGorham,
Saints Church, New York, on the third Thursday
“the good old vicar rose, and ran up to Mr. Fletcher, em
after Easter, April 16th.
bracing him with folded arms; and then, with looks of de
light, and tears of affection, exclaimed, ‘My dear brother,
this is indeed, a satisfaction, I never expected. IIow could
we write against each other, when wc both aim at the
same thing, the glory of God, and the good of souls!—
But my book lies very quietly on the shelf. an(, t,)tfre ,ct ;t
lie.’ I retired, leaving the pious controversialists to fliem
selves for about two hours. On my return, I found them
in the true spirit of Christian love, and mutually as un
willing to part, as they had been happy in meeting each
other. ‘Brother,’ said Mr. Berridge, ‘we roust not part
without your praying with ue.’ The servants being called
jn, Mr. Fletcher offered up a prayer, filled with petitions

pie for their spiritual benefit.” And many a one arding a few remarks as to what we think is thei
perhaps will think, “Why does not my minister necessary influence. One effect is, lhe frequcnt
spend more of his time in visiting his congregation ruin of the clergyman’s health. We have heard
when the benefit is so apparent?” Now, fully as the question often sneeringly asked—“How does it
we are aware of the advantages of pastoral visits, happen, that the clergy have of late years become
and the duty of making them as frequent as possi so delicate? We never heard of the Bronchitis in
ble, yet we cannot but believe, that in this respect old times, nor were ministers then ever obliged to
the clergy are often unjustly censured. We will go to Europe for their health. They preached fifty
give therefore a few of the reasons which often pro and even sixty years, and came to a green old
“ 1. No Missionary station shall be adopted, or Mis vent them, at the present day, from performing
age.” We confess, we sometimes feel indignant
sionary appointed, except on the nomination of the Bishop. this duty as fully as might be wished; and we do
when we hear these remarks made. Here iB a
“ 2. The assignment of Missionaries to their respective so, that the laity may decide whether they them
class of men, laboring far beyond their strength
stations shall rest with the Bishop, provided that the Mis selves do not often place these difficulties in the
for their fellow beings, and when their health fails
sionary salary shall be paid only for the time that a Mis way.
and they seem to be sinking into an untimely
sionary is actually engaged in a station appointed by this
One obstacle is, the multiplication of public ser grave, behold, their earthly reward ! They are
Committee, unless he have leave of absence from the Bi vices. In former days, the clergyman had, at the stigmatized as being “delicate,” and unfavorably
shop.
utmost, only to prepare his two sermons for Sun compared with those who have gone before them.
“ 3. The evidence of a Missionary being thus engaged day, and when they were finished, his labors for the It is indeed well for the minister of the o-ospel,
shall be a quarterly report to this Committee, in conformi week were ended. The consequence was, he had that the favor which he seeks is not that of this
ty with its several provisions; a failure in sending which, time to mix with his people. lie was often found world. It is this thought which cheers him, even
except for satisfactory reasons assigned, shall be considered at their fireside and their table. He became inti amidst the privations of stipendary poverty, and
mate with them in all their domestic relations— the indifference and neglect of those, in laboring
a relinquishment of the Missionary salary.”
rejoiced in their happiness and sympathized in their for whose immortal interests, he has Bpeut bis
The receipts into the Treasury of the Board
griefs. And many now, who remember thesq^good strength.
from the 15th March to 15th April, 1837 were as old days, look back to them with regret, and in
But is a solution of these unfeeling questions
follows.
quire, “Why cannot our clergymen now be, as wanted? Look at the burden which is now often
domestic missions
formerly, our associate and friend? Why does he placed upon the clergyman, and the requirements
$672 36 so seldom cross our threshold, that our children which are made of him and then tell us, is there
$35 00, Maryland,
Vermont,
399 25 grow up with scarcely a personal acquaintance with any cause for wonder that so many are obliged to
371 91 Virginia,
Connecticut,
him!”
throw away their books, and seek for health in oth
996 58 S. Carolina, 304 90
New York,
But look how times have altered? Instead of er lands? Count the number of public services
10 00 simply the two services of Sunday, the number and which some are called to go through, often in large
7 00 Kentucky,
New Jersey,
3 00 variety is multiplied, until all the energy and in and difficult churches, and then say, what but a
Michigan,
tellect of the pastor is kept in incessant employ constitution of iron, and a throat of brass, can en
ment to fulfil the demand. There is a sad degree able them to discharge their duties ? It is this,
Total, $2800 00 of truth in the remarks of one of the Congrega- which makes such fearful havoc in their ranks. “It
FOREIGN MISSIONS.
tionalist ministers; and their application should not is as if Satan had come into the world in the form
Connecticut,
$54 52 be confined to his own denomination. “Their of an angel of light, seeming to be urging on a
$425 03, Virginia,
New York,
1350 86, Maryland, 1036 25 pastor’s souls are kept in almost constant stretch of good work, but pushing it so hard as to destroy the
thought, in order to get food, intellectual and spir laborers by over-action.”*
2 00, Ohio,
6 91 itual, for their flocks, that else would starve for
New Jersey,
But there is another injurious effect produced by
Pennsylvania, 1080 00, N. Carolina,
5 50 lack of knowledge. Many think their fires easy, these multiplied services, and one which is little
Dist. of Colum . 122 16, S. Carolina, 30 84 and their labor well rewarded, if they are just kept suspected. We refer to their unfavorable influence
out of want;* but these know little of mental tra on personal piety. We believe, that as a general
$4114 07 vail: which, in our case, while it is all for the profit thing, the religion of the present day, while more
Total,
of others, greatly endangers our own spiritual state. widely extended, is not as deeply seated as former
Rev. Mr. Johnston, Missionary of the American We have to think so much for them, that often we ly. “But,” says some one in astonishment—“do
have hardly time for prayer; unless we think and you ascribe it to the many means of religious in
Board in Asia Minor, states in his journal that the pray at once.”f Observations, similar to these, we struction which we enjoy? Should we not hear
Greeks, at least in the northern part of Asia Minor, have heard from the lips of clergymen of our own the gospel preached as often as we can?” We ac
knowledge indeed that it is a cause for thankfulness,
have the singular custom of putting laymen into church.
Now, in addition to what was expected in for that religious truth is so extensively diffused but
the pulpit to make spoeches instead of sermons.—
The priests seldom attempt to preach, but goner- mer days, the Sunday School is to be overseen and would simply ask, Whether there is not beginning
attended to: together with its teacher’s meetings; to prevail at the present day, an excessive Jove of
ally select the most learned from among the and other calls on the time to which it necesarilv church-going to the neglect of private duties? Is
young men of the congregation to perform that ser givesrise. Then follow the weekly lecture: the not excitement often sought in public services, when
Bible class; and perhaps at stated times, the con it would be much better for the individuals spiritu
vice.
firmation lectures, See. in endless variety. The al condition, were he in the soiifude of his closet,
Baptist Bible Convention.—In our column of preparation for all these requires study and inves communing with his own heart and with his God.
Religious Intelligence will be found an interesting tigation, often long and severe. It would not do We think indeed that there is something of this
for a minister of the gospel to stand up in the pul spirit visible in the religious community, and were
statement of the proceedings of the Baptist Board pit, and deliver before an enlightened audience, we called to point out a striking trait of the pres
of Foreign Missions and the Baptist Bible Conven merely a few crude, common-place, or ill-digested ent day, vve should say, that we are a people “hav
tion, from the pen of the Editor of the Christian remarks. “The priest’s lips should keep knowl ing itching ears.” Popular preaching is sought in
Watchman. From this statement our readers, we edge,” or else remain closed, lest religion be injur the place of sound, wholesome instruction: and
instead of “walking in the old paths,” many wan
think, will he pleased to find that the idea of a new ed. Neither must he come before his Bible class
but half prepared with his own opinions perhaps on der about from church to church inquiring for “any
English version of the Bible exclusively of a sec a controverted passage evidently wavering and un new thing.” This produces n feverish restlessness
tarian character, which has been proposed in some settled. He must throw fight on every thing he of mind, and our good old Scriptural prayers are
quarters of the Baptist Communion, found no fa pretends to touch,or his hearers will think but light disregardedin the anxiety, (as it is expressed,) “to
hear preaching.” To descend to a particular ex
vor with any member of the Convention, and was ly of their spiritual guide, and his influence will de emplification of what we mean by the injurious ef
part. His public services must give evidence that
never mentioned, but to he reprobated. Thia is he has not been idle in his study, or ho might bet fect on personal piety; produced by multiplied ser
well.
ter have staid at home. He must “bring forth from vices; here is an individual who regularly attends
his treasury things new and old,” and this, month church three times on the Sabbath. Now, to him
Columbia College, New York.—On Thursday after month, and year after year, with scarcely time we would say—“You can certainly never ‘inwardly
digest’ three sermons in one day. Two arc quite
the 13th ult. as we learn from the Churchman, this to stop and breathe, or to let his mind rest from its as many as are for your good. Go to church there
arduous
labours.
venerable institution celebrated its semicentennial
If all this is to be done—if he is to answer all fore, morning and afternoon, and in the evening
anniversary. Public services were held in St. those demands upon him, as he should—how little stay at home, reflect on what y ou have heard,
John’s Chapel, where the Rev. Manton Eastburn, time must be left for general parochial visiting !— instruct your family, and read your Bible, and
you will find it much more for your spiritual edifi
D. D. delivered an Oration. The oration is spok In a large city congregation for example, we be cation.”
lieve
that
it
will
be
the
experience
of
most
clergy

en of as having been highly finished, appropriate
If we need any proof of the fact, that religion
men, that all they can accomplish is, to go through
and eloquent. It was succeeded by appropriate the congregation, in their regular rounds, once or has of late years grown superficial in the mas3 of
music, after which the following honorary degrees twice a year. And this barely serves to keep up a those who lay claim to it, let us only compare them
slight acquaintance with the different members of with the Christians of a century ago. What ex
were conferred;
amples were they of heart-searching piety—of
The honorary degree of Master of Arts on Fitz their charge. The rest of their time—all the odd close intercourse with God—of deep knowledge of
intervals which can be gleaned up—must be appro
Greene Hallock, William Cullen Bryant and priated to the sick and the dying, and those whose their own natures and of the Scriptures of truth?
Charles Fenno Hoffman. Esquires:
case admits not of delay. They have no time (or And what a noble legacy have their writings been
The honorary degree of Doctor in Divinity on ought to have none,) for visits of mere courtesy— to this age! What rich masses of golden thought
do they contain, unequalled by any thing in our
the Rt. Rev. Samuel A. McCoskry, Bishop of the for dining out, day after day—or for spending one day! Place beside these devoted men, the Chris
evening after another, with any who choose to in
Protestant Episcopal Church in the State of Michi vite them. Yet, how seldom will the laity realize tians of present times, and how can we bear the
gan: the Rev. Samuel A. Van Vranker, Pastor of j that there is this want of time? We remember co.; parison? . How feeble seem oqr affections, and
the Dutch Reformed Church in Poughkeepsie: the an incident which Cecil relates. “Having,” he our views of eternal things! We say then it would
bo better in some cases, if, as in old times, there
Rev. PhilipS. Meyer,Pastor of a Lutheran Church says, “some business to transact with a gentleman were fewer public services, and more time devoted
in the city, I called one day at his counting-house;
in Philadelphia; the Rev. William R. Whittingham Tie begged I would call again, as I had so much to the closet.
A. M. Professor in the General Theological Semi more time to spare than he had, who was a man of
We would ask the laity then, when they some
nary of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the business. ‘An hour is nothing to you, said lie.’— times feel as if they saw too little of the clergy
United States; the Rev. Thomas II. Taylor, Rec ‘An hour nothing to a clergyman!’ said I; ‘you man in private, not to judge him harshly—not to
condemn him as unfaithful, until they have set
tor of Grace Church in the city of New York; the seem little to understand the nature of our profes down and calculated how much he has to do, and
sion. One hour of a clergyman’s time, rightly
Rev. Samuel Seabury, A. M. Editor of the Church employed, sir, is worth more to him than all the determined whether or not he has time to visit them
man, and the Rev. Jos.Bethune, Rector of Christ gains of your merchandise.’ ’’t This anecdote, we oftener that he does. Let them think too of the
verily believe, displays the opinion which most question, whether in some cases they would not
Church, Montreal;
And the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws people have, of the time of the clergy. They re be more benefitted in every spiritual respect, if
gard them as gentlemen of jntflWb leisure; who, their minister had few public services to perform,
upon David B. Ogden, John Duer, and George during their preparatory course, of study, lay in a and conseqnehtly more time for private and friend
Griffin, Esquires : and upon his Excellency Peter stock of materials, for sermonjjf ’g, and, when this ly intercourse. We throw out these suggestions,
D. Vroom (Governor of New Jersey, an alumnus of is done, have nothing but a liftRn ease before them. because there are instances, where the laymen of
Thus, sometimes when a minister, drivei) to his a parish have it in their power to remedy the evil,
the College.
wit’s end by a press of business, to contrive how of a clergyman almost sinking under a burden,
he
shall prepare for the coming Sunday, happens which he has taken upon himself in conformity with
Bowdoin College, Brunswick, (M.)—From
in the midst of his perplexity to meet a parishon- their wishes.
the Catalogue of this Institution just received, we er, perhaps the first salutation with which he is
But there is another tax upon the time of the
learn that there are at present connected with it, greeted is—“Why don’t, you come and see me oftclergy, particularly in the cities, which wc must
Medical Students, 78—Undergraduates, Seniors, ener
also notice; and this arises from the numerous so
But in speaking of the multiplication of public cieties which have of late years been formed.—
41—Juniors, 31—Sophomores, 31—Freshmen,
33—Total 214. The number of volumes be services, we cannot leave the subject without haz Look at the long array, Missionary, Education, Bi
ble,(Prayer-Book, Tract foe. besides the various be
longing to the several libraries in the College is
* We cannot forbear throwing in a remark as to the nevolent societies for the relief of merely tempor
truth
of
this
observation.
The
country
clergv,
particular

17.300.
ly, are often “just kept out of want.” In this particular al wants. All these have their separate periodica ,
the world seems determined, that they shall be forced to and committee meetings, quarterly, monthly, an
walk in the footsteps of the apostle. No matter who else sometimes weekly. Who conduct these numerous
PASTORAL VISITING.
rolling in wealth, they demand of the clergy__ “You at
Tn our last number we made some extracts from isleast,
shall give us illustrations of apostolic simplicity and associations? Take up their printed reports, am
poverty.
” It appears, therefore to be with them a matter look at the fists of Presidents, Vice Presidents am
an article in the New York Review, and Quarterly
of conscience most scrupulously observed to place no temp Managers, and you will find, that although the lai
Church Journal, on the subject of pastoral visit tation
in their pastor’s way, to induce them to mar the ty are active in discharging their duty, yet the
ing. The object of the writer in those extracts beauty of these examples. We ourselves, have witnessed clergy are placed forward most prominently. On
instances of men, actually enduring privation and suffering
was to show the utility of such visiting as. well to yet too proud to complain: while around them were parisli- them the highest offices are generally conferred.—
the pastor himself as to the people of his charge. oners, the very superfluity of whose abundance would have They have the honor, with its corresponding anxi
made them comfortable. The same individual who, when
Wc offer to our readers in the present number his passions are excited, will fee> lawyer with one hundred eties and responsibilities. The conse?;uence is,
some valuable remarks from the same article ad dollars to commence a suit against his adversary it asked to they must attend the meetings, let the sacrifice ot
contribute half as much, per annum, towards the support time be what it may, or the other duties to their
dressed particularly to the Laity, which we beg of him who is laboring day and night for his spiritual respective churches, ever so pressing. If they do
welfare, will often reject the demand almost exorbitant and not, they are accused of want of zeal, and of dis
leave to commend to their special attention.
outrageous. In their zeal for apostolic example, they
“ We awe well aware that many a layman, who seem to forget that there is an apostolic precept “ if we playing no interest in the great benevolent move
has run his eye over the previous part of this arti- have sown unto you spiritual things, is it a great matter ment of the day. Now ask any parish minister,
, n s’,™81’ of y°ur worldly things? (1 Cor. ix. 11.) how often these engagements break in upon his
cle, may say to himself—“this is right; this is the ' W<?
t Dr. Skinner, National Preacher, vol. i. p. 26.
beau ideal of a pastor, thus mingling with his peo| Cecil s Remains. (Works, v. 2, p. 664.)

for their being led by the Holy Spirit to greater degreas ot Missionary to Frankfort, in that State. Buncombe
sanctification and usefulness as ministers; and dwelt much Yancey, Burke, and Lincoln counties, North Caro
upon that effusion of the Spirit which fills the pages of his
lina, have been made a missionary station.
tract called ‘The Reconciliation.’ Mr. Berridge then be
The following standing rules have been adopted
gan, and was equally warm in prayer for blessings upon
in
relation
to the Missionary operations of the Com
‘his dear brother.’ They were indeed so united in love,
that we were obliged in a manner, to tear away Mr. Fletcht mittee within the bounds of Dioceses having Bish
er.”
ops

Board of Missions—We have received the
May number of the Spirit of Missions containing
the Proceedings of the Domestic and Foreign Com
mittees from March 20th to April 6th.
The transactions of the Domestic Committee
furnish the following items of intelligence. The
Rev. George Fisko of the Diocese of New York,
has been appointed Missionary to Jeffersonville, In
diana. The Rev. Edward Winthrop of the DioI cese of Kentucky, has resigned his appointment as

Collon, on the Religions State of the country, p- 40<
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time—how often they interrupt him in his studies,
and call him to leave his library, and his half-writ
ten sermon? Pass on to another and make the
same inquiries and before you have gone far, you
will come to the conclusion, that these things are
no slight interruption of his parish duties. But
the ministers of former days knew nothing of
them.
There is another mode in which the laity are
chargeable with placing difficulties in the way of
pastoral visiting; and this is from a manifest un
willingness to listen to religious conversation.—
Some are always, indeed, willing to join in conver
sation on such topics, but how many are not. How
often is every method to introduce it received with
coldness, and the subject dismissed as quickly as
possible, with ill-concealed disgust. Let the pas
tor, for example, enter an animated and cheerful
circle, and unite with it in the discussion of all
worldly things, and he is welcome. But let him
sometimes throw out an observation calculated to
lead the thoughts into a more serious channel, and
what an immediate change is visible! The smile
disappears from every face, animation departs, and
those around him become only uneasy listeners.—
IIow trying to his feelings who made the attempt,
• when he perceives that his conscientious efforts
have only cast a restraint over those whom he
wished to benefit. How naturally does the reflec
tion pass through his mind—“if I can only talk to
them of worldly things, I might better be at home
in my study.” Thus a series of repulses, owing
entirely to the worldly spirit of those with whom
he meets, may freeze up an honest, conscientious
clergyman’s zeal for pastoral duties, and cause him
almost insensibly, to imbibe the opinion that he
can be most useful by confining his efforts to the
pulpit, and endeavoring in this way to operate upon
those, who seem so little disposed to listen to him
in private. Thus, while the members of a parish
may be complaining of their clergyman’s remiss
ness in pastoral duties, it may perhaps be their own
indisposition (by no means equivocally manifested)
to profit by his visits, which has driven him to this
course.
We are not asserting, that he would be right in
so yielding, far from it; we think he should per
severe through evil as well as good report: sow
ing the precious seed in the hope that some
may take root. We wish only to show that
this course would be natural, and clergymen
are but men. Discouragements and difficulties
operate upon them, as upon others, particularly
when they are left to contend alone, without
sympathy or assistance.
“Well it is, if has not ensued
Another and a worser mood,
When all unfaithful thoughts have way,
When we hang down our hands, and say,
Alas! it is a waary pain.
To seek with toil and fruitless strife,
To chafe the numbed liinbs into life,
That will not live again.”

We have thus detailed some of the difficul
ties, which at the present day stand in the way
of pastoral visiting; for we think it right that
both sides of the question should be set
before our readers. It is well too, for the laity
to see, that they also have something to do in
this matter—that they may contribute to hinder
the labors of the clergyman, and to discour
age him in his efforts.
We assert it again then in conclusion; that
every minister of the gospel should devote as
much time to this duty as he can. He alone can
determine the amount which be is able to per
form; and he should do it, estimating the cir
cumstances under which he is placed, and the
solemn responsibilities resting on him. This
subject concerns, not only his own soul but the
eternal interests of all around him. He is to
stand “as a light in the world,” by his radient
piety furnishing an unanswerable argument for
the holiness of religion. He is to be, by his
example, a blessing or a bane to all who are
brought within the sphere of his influence.—•
How solemn then becomes the inquiry, which
shall it be? What account will he render in, at
the great day of the Lord? Shall any then
rise up in judgment against him, because his
levity of indifference to spiritual things, strength
ened them in their carelessness ? Oh, to teach
one who has girded on the armor of the Chris
tian minister, may we not address that thrilling
inquiry of the poet—
“Should one of those lost souls
Amid its tossings utter forth thy name,
As one who might have pluck’d it from the pit,
Thou man of God! would there not be aburst
Of tears in Heaven ?”
For the Gambier Observer.

have a sole right to elect a Bishop when the Dio
cese is vacant. The office of a Dean in the Church
of England is next in rank to that of the Bishop;
the chapter is composed of clergymen either imme
diately attached to the service of the Cathedral or
otherwise connected with the Diocese, I am not cer
tain which, it may be both. I think the former is
the most likely but it is conceived that it is not
material. When a Diocese is vacant in conse
quence of the demise of the Bishop or when a new
see is created as in the late case of the Diocese of
Ripon in Yorkshire, which we are going to cite by
way of example,then the authority for the Dean
and Chapter to hold an election runs thus, or in
language similar to it. The London Gazette, or
the English papers will furnish specimens of the
precise form. “The King has been pleased to
grant his conge d 'elire to the Dean and Chapter
of the Diocese of Ripon to choose a bishop for the
same, at the same time reccornends the Rev. Dr.
Longley to the said Dean and Chapter to be the
Bishop thereof.” But who has previous to this
permission on the part of the King, first mentioned
the name of the individual nominated by him?—
Doubtless the friends of the gentleman who are
anxious to see him elevated to the post of honour
and usefulness. Or it may be that his own fair
fame has reached the ears of the King and as the
reward of merit the King exercises his privilege in
nominating him for the office of the Episcopate.—
The elevation of Sumner of Winchester to the Dio
cese of Landaff took place in consequence of the
express wish of George IV.—who was gratified by
the personal services of this Gentleman while a
chaplain in the Royal Household. The elections
may be in some cases perhaps in many pro forma
but still the Bishop is always nominated by the
King and always elected by the Dean and Chapter
of the Diocese but up to this point as the Bishop
elect he has no power to exercise any Episcopal
jurisdiction, or perform any Episcopal acts in the
Church. And from whom does he derive his spir
itual powers? by whom is he consecrated to the
office of a Bishop? not by a layman, the King.—
Oh no, certainly not, but by the Archbishop of the
Province assisted by two other Bishops of the
Church. As a proof of the doctrine of the Church
of England on the subject we quote a part of the
XXXVIII Article which if “ecclesia” has once seen
he must feel ashamed at his unfounded assertion
or to speak more correctly his unjust implication
that Bishops derive their spiritual powers “from a
layman the King, “When we attribute” says the
article in question to the King’s majesty, the chief
government,by which title we understand the minds
of some slanderous folks to be offiended, we give not
to our princes the ministering either of God’s
word, or of the sacraments,” though the king is
ex-officio Head of the Church, he has no authority
either to minister God's word, or to administer the
sacraments: So much for the doctrine of the
Church of England, and so little does it sanction
the bold assertion of “ecclesia” but he perhaps
thinks it necessary to deal in bold assertions the
aphorism “desperate cases require desperate reme
dies” will sometimes apply to many other affaires
than diseases of the body.” And how would it
be borne by the Bishops and clergy of the Church
of England if the sovereign should presume to
claim the right to perform spiritual acts in the
Church of Cod? Would it be tamely submitted
to? Would there be no Samuel to reprove this
act and to tell him plainly “thou hast done foolish
ly,” the language with which the aged prophet re
proved the presumptuous offering of Saul? Would
they not be reminded of the punishment of the
King of Judah; of whom it is related when he was
strong his heart was lifted up to his destruction:
for he transgressed against the Lord his God, and
went into the temple of the Lord to burn incense
upon the altar of incense? And what was the con
sequence of this assumption of the duties of the
priestly office ?
Azariah the priest was bold enough to tell this
monarch, this layman, this ex-officio head of the
Jewish Church; “It appertained not unto thee,
Uzziali to burn incense unto the Lord, but to the
Priests the sons of Aaron that are consecrated to
burn incense: go out of the Sanctuary, for thou
hast trespassed', neither shall it be for thine honour
from the Lord God. And what was the conse
quence of this alarming presumptuous act ? The
whole transaction is not without interest. “Then
Uzziah was wroth and had a censer in his hand to
burn incense; and while he was wroth with the
priests, the leprosy rose upon his forehead before
the priests in the house of the Lord, from beside
the incense altar. And Azariah the chief priest
and all the priests looked upon him, and behold he
was leprous in his forehead, and they thrust him out
from thence-, yea himself hasted to go out, be
cause the Lord had smitten him. And Uzziah the
king was a leper unto the day of his death, and
dwelt in a several nouse, being a leper; for he was
cut off from the house of the Lord,”—from this
episode we turn to our task. We think we have
given abundant proof that the Bishops of theChurch
of England derive their spiritual power from the
other Bishops who are authorized to consecrate
them to that 'orfloe, and not from a layman, the
King. Is not “ecclesia” driven from his position?
will he not be t^aosffd to abandon it as untenable?
We think he
acknowledge a defeat, at all
events we feel justified in claiming a victory. In
our next communication in reply to your unfounded
assertions we shall convict you of a palpable un
truth, we will not say that you have thus commit
ted yourself intentionally, we are disposed to think
it the result of ignorance or a scanty acquaintance
with a subject about whichyou profess to know so
much, for the present we beg leave to close this
epistle.
Pro Ecclesia.

ON THE CLAIMS OF THE PROTESTANT
EPISCOPAL CHURCH.—NO. IV.
With respect to tho nomination of the Bishop
by the King we have to remark that by the consti
tution of England the king is the fountain and
source of all power in temporal matters, and he is
also ex officio head of the Church. The Church
of England is connected with the 6tate and that
connection was at first expected to have a benefi
cial tendency, we think that the result upon the
whole has been different. The practice commenc
ed in the ago ofConstantine, when it was thought
that the Church would receive honour and influ
ence by being sheltered under the folds of the
imperial purple. The Protestant Episcopal church
in this country is in a far better position, existi.noin her own native grandeur, neither taking the
smiles of the rulers of this world, nor fearing for
their frown, and our practice in the .election of Bi
shops is in' strict agreement with the customs of
the primitive Church in her purest and brightest
days. The language of an eloquent Bishop of
our Church now in the enjoyment of heavenly rest
is clear and decided on the subject of our union
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with Church and State. 1 have not the pamphlet
THE MARYS:
to quote from, but all who are acquainted with the
works and the labours of that Apostolic Bishop Dr.
OR THE BEAUTY OF FEMALE HOLINESS.
Hobart can be at no loss to supply my deficiency in
By Robert Philip.
this respect. Let it suffice to say he was decided
Wo have for a long time had the persuasion
ly against it, her frowns rather than her smiles her on our mind,that not sufficient attention is paid,
persecutions rather than her favors. Once more we either from the Pulpit or the press, to the fe
return to our subject. The Bishops of the Church male sex. There is not that definiteness of ap
of England are not only dignitaries of the Church peal made to them which has been so success
but they have also seats in Parliament as Baron3 of fully made to the other sex, especially to the
the empire, and as they hold some temporalities by young. And why not?—If we for a moment
permission of the King, he claims the right of reflect upon the important link which females
nomination, or if you please it is conceded to him. form in society: how greatly they tend to mould
and when the Bishops are confirmed in their office! the entire character of a nation; how adapted
they are obliged to do homage to the King for a J they are to give a tone to every thing; how
right to the possession of these temporalities, constantly their influence is exerting itself, and
according to the ancient customs of the feudal that too, at times when they themselves are not
l3W which have never been entirely abolished in aware of it; and that they, equally with man,
England.
hear the heavenly impress of eternity, and con
The Dean and Chapter of a Diocese in Engla»d stitute a part of that number for whom the Re

deemer died; we must feel that they are sub
jects worthy of the very deepest and most live
ly interest, and having very special claims upon
the ministers of that Saviour, who gave to the
“daughters of Jerusalem” that expressive look
of sympathy, and to the family of Bethany such
frequent and marked attention, and also at his
resurrection such distinguished honor. It is
the glory of our religion that it so fully recog
nizes the value of females to Society and so
largely and expressly sets forth the duties which
man owes to them.
The point which we wish to insist upon in
these few introductory remarks, is, the duty of
preachers to make more frequent and pointed
addresses to the female portion of their audi
ence, and of pious authors to make similar ef
forts in their vocation. We believe that the
benefits would be immense, were this subject
now generally attended to: that the beauties of
female holiness would be more frequently exhib
ited, and that that most interesting spectacle, a
pious mother teaching her offspring the way to
heaven, would be more frequently seen.
We shall not, however, extend these remarks
at present, but at once introduce to the reader
a most excellent little work by the Rev. Robert
Philip, the title of which is at the head of this
article. The subjects treated of in the volume
are—a mother’s hindrances duly weighed—A
daughter’s principles analyzed—Emblems of ho
liness— A matrons timidity explained—The
Marys at the cross—The Marys at the sepul
chre—Partialities in holiness—Christians holy
temples. Many a troubled and anxious mo
ther, who almost pressed down with the feeling
that from the multiplicity of her family duties
she is daily losing her interest in divine things
and fancies that her first love to the Saviour is
growing cold, will read the first chapter with
peculiar delight, as it contains some very im
portant suggestions,and at the same time dis
covers that the author most fully sympathizes
with and understands the feeling which so fre
quently produces in her such deep and intense
sorrow In the first part of the chapter there
is a very beautiful delineation of the characters
of Martha and Mary, tracing out those differ
ences ot character, those “rainbow excellen
ces,” which in a peculiar degree display the uni
form and dominant influences of Christianity,
and also shows how entirely compatible the
full discharge of every duty as a wife, a mother
or a sister, is, with an acceptable state of piety
before God; accompanied with some very just
reprehensions of that common mistake, that re
tirement is alone favorable to a vigorous state of
religion in the heart.
We quote from this chapter the following re
marks,which are as striking as they are correct.
After the author has set forth the character of
Mary of Bethany, he thus proceeds:—“ I thus bring out the real character of Mary, that the
beauty of holiness may not be supposed to consist in either
mere morals or musing. There may be much morality,
where there is no holiness ; and there may be much holi
ness, where there are no literary tastes oi habits. Neither
fondness for public hearing, nor the
“ Love of lonely musing,”
is any real proof, by itself, ot a new heart, or of a right
spirit, before God. Great readers (as they are called) are
not often the deepest nor the most serious thinkers, even
when their reading is of the best kind ; and the contem
plative recluse, who lives only to think, or who reckons
every tiling but mental pleasure insipid, is actually indulg
ing ‘the lusts of the mind,’ instead of growing in grace or
holiness. It may sound well, to say of a sweet enthusiast,
whose element is solitude, and whose luxury is emotion,
‘ that she is a being who belongs to another world; her
tastes are all so unearthly, and her sympathies so exalted
but this is no compliment! Indeed, it is a heavy reflection’
upon both her heart and conscience. .A heart that felt
aright, or a conscience purified by the blood of atonement,
would try to cto good by action, as well as to get good by
contemplation. No one belongs less to another world (if,
by that, heaven is meant) than the being who has neither
heart nor hand to be a blessing in this world. Her tastes
may be unearthly; but heavenly they certainly are not.—
They are not angel like : for, are not all the angels ‘ minis
tering spirits, sent forth to minister to the heirs of salva
tion ?’ They are not saint-like: for all the spirits of the
just in heaven take a lively interest in the progress of the
kingdom of Christ on earth. And they arc any thing bul
god-like : (or Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, live and move,
as if they had both their bliss and being in the welfare op
this world.
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they are all partakers of a new nature, and each compared
with what he was before conversion, ‘ a new creature in
Christ Jesus.’ ”
“ Again : the dew is regularly drawn up again by the
sun, when it has refreshed the earth; and is thus a fine era.
blem of the first resurrection, when all the saints shall as
cend to meet the Sun of Righteousness in the air. No
scene of nature is more lovely than a summer landscape at
sunrise, when every field, grove, and hedge is spangled with
morning dew. The drops seem to sparkle with conscious
delight at the approach of the sun—climbing, as he ascends,
to the top of every leaf, as if impatient to meet him in the
air. Every admirer of nature has noticed this scene, and
watched the dewy vapor rising like incense from the golden
censer of summer. Who has not gazed with rapture on
the glowing myriads of dew drops, when each of them is a
miniature of the sun which gilds them ? And, when the
Sun of Righteousness shall arise on the morning of the
resurrection, the heirs of glory will be as numerous and
beautiful as the dews from the womb of the morning—all
in the beauty of holiness; for they ‘shall be like Him
when they see Him as he is.’ ”

The chapter on partialities in holiness is ad
mirable for the clearness with which it enforces
the duty of striving for a full attainment of the
standard of holiness set up in the scripture.—
Although, to our mind, there is nothing in the
whole round ofScriptural truth moreself-evident,
than that God expects ns in every stage of our
Christian journey to have still before us anonward course, to remain satisfied with no present
attainment of Christian virtue, but to be adding
to each grace another and another until we be
come perfect in Christ Jesus, which we must
never forget is attained only by an entrance in
to heaven; yet, with all its clearness there is not
any truth so clouded, so reasoned away, so far
torgotten by Christians as this, simply and legi
bly written in scripture as it is—“that we must
be holy even as God is holy:” also as the con
summation of our state hereafter it is said “ we
are to be one with the Father, even as Christ
is one, and having this hope we are to “purify
ourselves even as he is pure.” We submit to
the reader a closing paragraph from this chap
ter.
“ There is, therefore, something wrong in our views, if
we are afraid to think of the holiness of God : and if we
dislike to think of it, there is much wrong in our hearts.
Our dislike will not move, however, until our dread is re
moved. So long as the holiness of God presents any thing
to terrify us; or is regarded as an attribute which is against
us; or as an awful perfection which would turn from us
with abhorrence, were it not prevented by Love and Mer
cy ; so long we shall not love it. We cannot love the Ho
liness of God, whilst we reckon it our enemy, or regard it
as no farther our friend, than just as far as the intercession
of Christ keeps it from breaking out upon us in fury.
This, alas ! is, however, the ordinary view of it. In this
light, the generality contemplate it: and, therefore, dislike
the subject. It seems to them to have no ‘ beauty’ that
they should desire it. Do you feel at all in this way ?
Docs the holiness of God appear to you an attribute flash
ing rather with devouring fire, than with soft splendor ?
Do you look to it only from necessity; and never from
choice, except when you feel your need of a strong check
upon yourself? Were you never so charmed by the beauty
of Jehovah's holiness, as to ‘ give thanks at the remem
brance’ of it? Can you hardly imagine how you could
ever so get over your instinctive dread of it, as to delight
in thinking of it, or to bo eapablo of contemplating it with

composure ? Does it seem to you impossible to be as much
charmed with the holiness of God, as you have been with
bis love and mercy?
“ I multiply these questions, and magnify their import
ance, just to throw your thoughts fully off from vulgar
opinion, and fairly forth upon the revealed character of
God in Christ. -In the face of Jesus,’ the brightness of
the glory of the Divine holiness, shines as mildly as the
softest radiance of any perfection you admire.

We must not, however, extend this article to
too great a length. Our object is simply to
bring the book before the notice of those who
have not read it, and in doing so we have the
more pleasure from the fact, that it is impossi
ble to read this, or any of the author’s works,
with the most common degree of attention with
out understanding the grand plan of salvation,
and feeling more or less, that the subject is one
of infinite importance and strictly personal.—
We hope that the work will be extensively read,
and be the means of giving to the world many
fine illustration of the beauties of female holi
ness. There yet remains much that might be
said upon this subject, for we hardly know of
“ How ever did it come to be supposed, in the land of
any topic so interesting as that ot tracing out
Bibles, that there was either intellectual greatness, or mo
the beauties of female piety.

ral loveliness, around any pensive or sweet recluse, who
lives only in and for the ideal world of her own thoughts;
whilst the Heathen and Mohammedan world is perishing
fot lack of knowledge, and the actual world at her door,
sinning and suffering unpitied by her?”

The third chapter upon the Emblems of holi
ness” is full of excellence and true scriptural
sentiment, and we doubt not will afford much
pleasure and also useful matter for meditation
to all who may read it. The author chiefly
dwells upon the emblem of deu. We give to
the reader a passage from the latter part of the
chapter as being, in our opinion,a favorable spe
cimen of the not unfrequent beauty of thought
and style to be met with in the writings, of Mr.
Philip.
“Again; the similarity of dew-drops in pureness and
beauty, although formed from all the varieties of vapor, is
a fine emblem of that uniform spirit which characterizes
the diversified classes of mankind, who are brought to be
lieve on Christ for salvation. There is what may be called
a family likeness prevailing throughout the dew-drops of the
morning. They differ in size; but they are all transparent,
tender, and pure. This is the more remarkable, seeing
their original elements were so different; part of the vapor
was drawn from the briny deep, and part from the putrid
fens ; portions of it from the slimy pool, and portions from
the steaming surfs. Now, that the exhalations from springs
and rivulets, from the herbs of the field and the flowers of
the garden, should return to the earth in sweet dews is not
surprising; but that the gross and tainted vapors should
return sweet and pure, is wonderful! And yet all this is
realized under the gospel. The sinner drawn from the very
dregs of society, and the sinner drawn from a respectable
family—the convert from sensuality, and the convert from
intellectual pride—the wanderer returning from vice, and
tho wanderer renouncing vanity—become alike in their
leading views, principles, and feelings; they build their
hopes on the same foundation, ascribe their escape to tho
same grace, and aim at the same kind and degree of holi
ness. ‘ Whosoever,’ hath the hope of eternal life ‘in Christ,’
‘ purifieth himself,’ even as Christ is pure. Converts dif
fer, indeed, in the degree of their knowledge, gifts, and
graces—as the dew-drops in their size; but, like them,
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RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
From the Christian Watchman.
BAPTIST MISSIONARY BOARD AND BIBLE CONVENTION.

Philadelphia, April 26, 1837.—The Baptist Board of
Foreign Missions, held its 23d annual meeting, in Phila
delphia, in the Baptist Meeting-house in North 2d street,
this day, (Wednesday.) The meeting was called to order
by the Rev. Daniel Sharp, D. D., first Vice President
and acting President of the Board, at 10 o’clock, A. M
After the usual devotional exercises, the annual Report of
the Board was called for, extracts of which were read by
the Corresponding Secretary, Rev. Dr. Bolles. From the
Secretary’s Report, it appeared that the general aspect of
the various missions under the patronage of the Board is
one of very great encouragement. The following is a brief
summary of some of the more important facts exhibited
in the Report —
The Board have under their direction twenty-four mis
sions;—twelve among the Indians; one in Hayti, W. I.;
three in Europe—in France, Germany and Greece; one In
Africa; and seven in Asia; 35 stations, exclusive of num
erous out stations; 53 missionaries and assistant missiona
ries, including 49 preachers and 6 pnnteis; 160 native
preachers and assistants, exclusive of assistants in the print
ing department; 30 churches containing 1300 members, of
which more than 300 have been baptized the past year_ and
of these 50 were among the Indians, and 100 among the
Karens; 45 schools containing about 700 scholars.
Twenty missionaries and assistant misssonaries, appoint
ed since the last annual meeting exclusive of Karen as
sistants, have joined , or are on their way to their respec
tive missions. Three native assistants have been dismissed
at their request, and one native assistant has been discharg
ed.
There are four printing establishments, at Shawanoe,
Maulmein, Bankok, and Sadiya, to which are attached 11
printing presses, and founts of type for printing in 14 lan
guages, exclusive of the English. The number of pages
the printed in year ending December, 1835, at Maulmein,
and Shawanoe, was about 8,500,000,

| After the reading of the Report it was unanimously
I adopted and ordered to be published.
The Report of the Treasurer being tailing for the Trea
surer, Hon. Heman Lincoln, presented a brief abstract,
which was adopted and ordered to be published. From the
Treasurer’s Report it appeared that the total receipts of the
Board for the year ending April, 1837. were $70,010,06’
and the expenditures for the same were $69,051,46; of the
receipts,$10,000 were from the American and Foreign Bi
ble Society, and upwards of $10,000 were from Virginia
South Carolina and Georgia, for-printing and circulating
the sacred Scriptures in foreign languages.
In consequence of the appointment of the Bible Convention at 3 o’clock, the Board concluded its business atone
sitting; and adjourned to 7 1-2, P. M. to hear the annual
sermon which was delivered before the Board agreeably to
adjournment, to a numerous and attentive audience, by the
Rev. Charles G. Sommers, from Ps. lxxii. 19, “Zef tl/e
whole earth be filed with his glory. Amen aud amen."
Wednesday, 3 o'clock P. AT.—The American and For
eign Bible Society met and adjourned to meet again at the
call of the President. A full house having collected, the
time was spent in prayer until 4 o’clock, when the Bible
Convention was called to order by the Rev, Spencer H
Cone. After a temporary Organization for the purpose of
preliminary arrangement, the Convention was organized by
the choice of the Rev. Rufus Babcock, D. D. of Philadel
phia, as President, the Rev. Adiel Sherwood of Ga., and
the Rev. Baron Stow of Boston, Mass., as Secretaries.
It appeared that twenty-four States of the Union, with
the District of Columbia, were represented in the Conven
tion, and that the number of delegates exceeded four hun.
dred. The whole afternoon was occupied in the organi
zation, when the Convention adjourned to Thursday morn
ing.
Thursday, 9 o'clock A. AT.—The Convention met ac
cording to adjournment. After the customary devotiona1
exercises Prof. Knowles offered the following preamble and
resolution: —
Whereas the American Bible Society has ratified theresolution of the Board of Managers, passed Feb. 28, 1836,
therefore,
Resolved, That it becomes the duty of the Baptist de
nomination of the United States, to forma distinct Society
for Bible distribution and translation into foreign lan
guages.
Upon this question, as it soon became apparent, there was
a wide difference of opinion: and the question was debated
for two entire days. The question was divided, 80 as to
read thus:—
“Resolved, That it becomes the duty of the Baptist do
nomination in the United States to form a distinct SocieZ
ty for Bible distribution and translation.” This was made
a distinct question and passed unanimously. Some who
voted for it did not consider that any organization was real
ly called for, but as there seemed to be a pretty large ma
jority in favor of the measure, they concurred for the pur
pose of securing unanimity and harmony of action, under
the hope and expectation that the Society to be formed
would be restricted to foreign languages. There were
others, also, who voted for the above, because they believed
that an organization for foreign distribution was called for,
but who nevertheless would restrict the Society to tha*
field. It was then moved to add to the resolution already
passed “in foreign languages,” as an amendment, upon
which the principal debate occurred.
With the exception of Wednesday evening devoted to
the hearing of a missionary sermon, and Thursday after
noon which was yielded to the Home Mission Society for
holding its annual meeting, the Convention continued its
session without interruption, from Wednesday noon until
Saturday evening, having three sessions on each day, from
9, A. M.,until I, P. M., from 3, P. M., until 6, and
from 7 1-2 until 9.
We have opportunity at this time to state little more
than the result to which the Convention arrived. Tho
question to confine the operations of the Society to foreign
tongues was lost. A Society was formed, and is restricted
to foreign tongues, until the wishes of the denomination
can be expressed. As will appear from the folllowing re
solutions:—
Resolved, That the Society confine its efforts during the
ensuing year to the circulation of the word of God in For
eign tongues.
Resolved, That the Baptist denomination in the United
States, he affectionately requested to send to the Society at
its annual meeting during the last week in April, 1838,
their views as to the duty of the denomination to engage
in the work of home distribution.
Resolved, That the President and Secretaries of this Con
vention be requested to prepare and address a circular to the
Churches of our denomination, laying before them these
resolutions.
We should have been better pleased had the Convention
been prepared to resolve unanimously that the proposed
society confine itself to foreign distribution, but as entire
unanimity could not be had, either upon the proposition
to restrict the societj to foreign distribution, or upon the
proposition to embrace in its operations both home and
foreign distribution, it was well, doubtless, to leave it as it
is. The idea of a new English version found no favor
with any one, and was never mentioned, but to be reprobated.
There was manifestly a difference of opinion in the
Convention as to what was proper to be undertaken. Some
regarded all foreign distribution of the Scriptures as being
appropriately a part of the work of foreign missions, and
would, therefore, make the Board of missions the medium
through which it should be accomplished. Others believ
ed a separate organization to be indispensable, but were
willing to confine its operations to foreign distribution__
Others, again believed a distinct organization necessary
and believed, also, that it was necessary to the success of
such an institution that it embrace both home and foreign
distribution. Upon these points, there was a diversity of
opinions, and consequently a protracted debate. But notwithstanding these conflicting opinions were frankly and
freely expressed, it was quite apparent that those who par
ticipated in the debate were governed by the pure precepts
of Christianity, that they were “kindly affectioned one to
wards another,” ready to “confess,’* and ready to “forgive”
that eaeh had a supreme regard for the great cause, for the
promotion of which the Convention had been called. Up
on what may be denominated the spirit and courtesies of
these deliberations, the Editor of one of the political pa
pers published in Philadelphia, has the following re
marks;—“We dropped in once or twice during the ses
sion, end were pleased to observe the perfect order, harmo
ny and brotherly feeling which pervaded throughout an as
sembly of five hundred, mostly divines; an agreeable con
trast to the usual spirit of theological polemica, and ex
tremely gratifying to the lovers of true religion. We lis
tened to some half dozen very splendid oratorical efforts,
and indeed the whole proceedings presented indications of
clerical talent highly creditable to the denomination.—
Polished diction, profound learning and lofty eloquence
were all there, and occasionally a “ western brother;”
would demonstrate, by a little sledge-hammer logic, that
the tree was only the mightier, for being sturdy and roughbarked.”
Thursday evening—The American Baptist Home Mis
sionary Society held its annual meeting in the Baptist
meeting house in North 2d Street this afternoon, (April
27,) at 3 o’clock P. M. The President, Hon. Heman
Lincoln, took the chair and called the Society to order.__
After prayer and singing, the Treasurer’s Report was call
ed for, and read ; from which it appeared that the whole
amount received, since the last Report, was $13,680 40 ;
and that the amount expended, was $13,556 40; leaving
a balance in the Treasury of $124.
I he Report of the Executive Board was read by tho
Rev. Luther Crawford, one of the Secretaries. From this
Report it appeared that the number of missionaries em
ployed the past year was 120: the number baptized by the
various missionaries 3332; these missionaries had assisted
in the ordination of 27 ministers; and had assisted in the
eonstitution of 33 churches.
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“THY WILL BE DONE.”
My God and Father ! while 1 stray
Far from my home, in life s rough way,
Oh ! teach me from my heart to say,
« Thy will be done.”

If thou shouldst call me to resign
What most I prize—it ne’er was mine;
I only yield thee what was thine ;
Thy will be done.”
Let but my fainting heart be blest
With thy sweet Spirit for its guest
My God ! to thee 1 leave the rest—
“ Thy will be done.”

Renew my will from day to day.
Blend it with thine, and take away
All that now makes it hard to say,
“Thy will be done.”

Then when on earth I breathe no more
The prayer oft mix’d with tears before;
I’ll sing upon a happier shore
“Thy will he done.”
Anonymous.
ELEGANT EXTRACT.
Art thou a Christian? Though thy cot
Be small, and poverty thy lot,
Rejoice: thy Saviour bent to know
The ills of want, the cares of wo;
And to the faithful poor hath given
The rich inheritance of heaven.
Art thou a Christian doom’d to roam
Far from thy friends and native home ?
Look round on valley, hill, and plain,
Clifls crown’d with trees, and fields with grain.
View nature’s charms, and busy man,
And tell me midst the varied plan,
What hast thou mark’d or what survey’d,
That God thy father hath not made?
Then love his works, and love to trace
His semblance in a stranger’s face.
Call each sweet spot a home to thee,
And every man God’s family.
Art thou a Christian, 'mid the strife
Of years mature, and busy life?
Be active ; for thy race is short,
Thy bark is hastening to the port.
Be cheerful;‘holy angels bear
An antidote for all thy care ;
And let no pangs disturb a breast
Prepared for everlasting rest.

JU VEN ILE.
From the Religious Magazine.
THE CHILDREN WHO LIVED BY THE JORDAN.

The following beautiful story is from the pen
of Miss Martineau, and, as appears from the
Salem Gazette, from which it is copied, was
written for the children of the Sabbath School
in Barton Square, Salem. We recommend to
our young readers to study it carefully, until
they understand the sources of that beauty
which they will all admire.
Ed.

A very long time ago, there were two lit
tle children living with their parents in a place
which every body has heard of—on the banks
of the river Jordan. Rachel and her brother
Elec liked very much to travel to Jerusalem
once a year with their parents and a large
company of friends; and to listen to the mus
ic in the temple and be lifted up to see the
sacrifice offered: and to hear what great things
God had done for their nation. But they
liked also to return home when the feast
was over, and see the clear waters of the river
again and to sit under the willows, where
they could watch the wild ass come down the
steep bank to quench its thirst or the glitter
ing dragon flies rise into the bright sunrise
from the reeds on the brink of the stream.—
In the winter time it was too cold for them to
sit under the willows; the dragon fly had dis
appeared, and the wild asses had hidden them
selves in the sheltered caves of the desert but
there was much for Rachel and Elec to do at
home. Their father had gone up to the feast
of Dedication; their mother kept the new
born baby warm within the house, while the
snow fell on the tops of the mountains; and
Rachel and Eiec liked to be with her; and
hear the things she had to tell them. She
often wondered what news their father would
brink back from the feast; and whether he
would learn any thing of the appearance of the
Deliverer whom everyone wras looking for. If
any travellers came near her door, weary with
travelling over wet or frozen roads or chilled
with the north wind, she would ask them to
rest in her dwelling, and as sure as they be
came warm and felt themselves rested, they
began to talk of the Deliverer, and of the
hope of every man, woman and child in the
nation, that the Messiah of Jehovah would
soon arise. When their father returned, he
brought the news; and when he was told of
the birth of another child, and that it was a
daughter, Rachel thought he looked disap
pointed, as if he had wished for a son, for the
chance of that son being the Deliverer.
The winter rolled away and the spring sun
shine called up the young corn in the furrows
of the pastures, and caused the branches of
the palm tp sprout. The children were some
times allowed to carry their infant sister out
into the sweet air; and they tried to make her
listen to the birds as they twittered about
then- nests, and to look at the travellers who
forded Jordan as they went their way in the
warmth of the morning, but the baby was too
young to listen and to notice as they wished,
and they thought her a helpless little thing,
whom they loved very much, but who could
be of no use to any body else.
Then came the great feast of the Passover
—still in the early spring. Rachel had hold
of her mother’s hand, and Elec of his fathers
when they went round the house, the night
before the feast; to see that no leaven was left
in any closet or corner. They ate of the feast

with their parents, and stood up when the had come, and the inhabitants of all the dwell the coachman paid for a drink of cold water,
wine cup was to be filled. Elec being the ings were poured out of their houses. T he which was handed to him in a mug from a
A jeer upon a low person enriched, yet incapable of e
youngest of the company (his infant sister be number increased so fast that the children vase near at hand, replenished for the purpose. ploying his wealth suitably; or upon one in any other sim
liar case, who has not the ability to profit by his advan*
ing asleep in the inner chamber) asked ac heard several persons say, that Jesus had bap As it was just after breakfast, I could not tell tages.
how
he
could
possibly
be
thirsty
enough
to
tized
more
disciples
than
John.
Jesus,
how

cording to custom, to be told the story of the
TF/ien iron is cheap, jachalls carry axes.
Spoken seriously in seasons of cheapness "and plenty, when
coming out of his forefathers from the land ever,did not himself baptize, but his disciples. drink it, but it was an additional proof of all
every thing is within every body’s reach ; or else sarcas.
of Egypt, and of the goodness of Jehovah in Several of his followers were now thus engag that I have heard as to tlie water-drinking tieally
in reference to exorbitant expectations and hopes.
bringing them forth from captivity. His fa ed on the bank of the river, while others la. propensities of the Spanish peasantry. Little
A great singer indeed, with a cymbal in each hand.
huts
or
water-stands,
by
the
road-side
are
not
The
in
the
shade,
talking
with
one
anothor.
A
jeer
upon one who unskillfully attempts to do what
ther related the story, and told bow the good
is incompetent to perform, or who assumes or overacts
ness of God bad followed their nation; and children stopped to listen to this tfilk; hoping unfrequent in very direction, for the supply he
a part which lie is not competent to perform. N. B._ The
how it was soon going to bless them yet far to hear something of the Teacher beforeven- of water for the passing peasantry and trav native cymbal is single, and beaten with the other hand.
turing
to
approach
nearer
to
him.
The
dis

ellers.
W hat harm will the dew do him who sleeps on the ocean ? or
ther. He added very solemnly that there
The Spaniards have a proverb, that “drink'
thus:
were tidings in the land of a man who was ciples were speaking of him—of the great
ill the dew harm the wretch's head,
now in Galilee, showing great goodness in his power he had, and of the certainty that all ing water neither makes a man sick, nor in
,ln
sea hath made his bed ?
Applied to signify that one who has borne heavier griefs
countenance and speech, and wonderful pow who had seen him would he ready to follow debt, nor his wife a widozv.” It deserves to
may
sustain
a
slighter
sorrow. So the weather-beaten sai
he
noted
“
with
a
white
stone,
”
and
I
wish
it
er in the works which he did. The children him whenever he should setup Us kingdom,
lor easily bears exposure to the dews of night
listened in silence and awe; for every one was They then talked about the power hewould give were written in letters of gold over the door
You may water the briar, but its thorns in,reuseYou mayfeed a snake with milk, but it spits up'venom
moved while their father prayed God to show to them; how one should be the keeper of his of every inn by the road-side in our country.
,
The
reflection of one who meets with ungrateful returns
whether this was the true Deliverer, by giving wealth, and another be his confidential advis It would make a happy motto for tlie banner ior kindne
s from a bad man, in the baseness of w|,iw
of
the
New
York
State
Temperance
Society.
him a throne and an army, and great wealth er,and another the governor of theRoman pro
ture benefits are lost. Said also to refuse or dtscoura.. "
vinces which he should conquer. Thus far, What a world of misery would have been sav kindness to one who will certainly repay it with ingrat'uude
and glory in the land.
or treachery.
Some of the company were not pleased at they seemed all agreed: but presently it ap ed, and what a multitude of wretched fami
Would you cloth an ass in a tigers hide!
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made
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by
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time

peared
that
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wanted
the
same
of

The tiger, be sure will not long abide.
Rachel’s father for having mentioned in his
A
reflection
upon false pretences, insincere professions of
prayer, the Holy Man who was doing won fice, and that they could not agree which ly remembrance. Drinking water neither friendship, or boast
of courage, hypocritical assumption of
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NOR
HIS
should
he
greatest
in
the
newkingdom.
They
derful things in Galilee. They had lately
sanctity, &c.
come from thence, and knew that he had re grew eager and spoke loud; and Rachel wife A widow. It is surely a good proverb
SIAMESE MUSIC.
fused to be made a king, and had gone into squeezed her little brother’s hand when and a happy one for the nation, whose habits
January 8, 1836—Chowfah sent his boat this afternoon
G. B. C.
the mountains alone sometimes, when the peo she saw the Teacher turn his head and gaze make it theirs.
desiring me to take a professional visit to his mother, the
ple would have given him a throne and an ar upon them. Just then the children saw their
ex-queen and that my wife should accompany me. Ac
TEPMERANCE
SOCIETIES
IN
INDIA.
cordingly we stepped into the boat, and were in a few min
my. It was true that he had cured a man mother coming with their little sister in her
There appears to he a prevalent disposition utes conveyed to the audience hall of the prince. The exwith a withered hand in the synagogue; but arms. Some other neighbors were with her,
queen lives in the same compound with her son, but in a
Rachel amongthe English bishops to give their coun house by herself. While preparations were making to in
then the Pharisees said he could not he the each mother carrying her infant.
tenance to temperance societies. It is stated troduce us to the queen, the prince amused us by bis mu
hounded
towards
her
mother
as
she
generally
Christ, because he wrought the cure on the
sical performances on a Loas orga ).'. We had heard some
Sabbath day. It was true that he had raised did when the baby was in her arms; but her that at a meeting held at Madras on the 13th thing about the sweet tones of this instrument, and being
of
June;
the
excellent
Bishop
Corrie
presid

mother
bade
her
not
play
with
the
infant
desirous to judge for ourselves of its merits, we inquired if
the son of a widow from the dead; but then
ed. The Madras Christian Observer gives any one present could play upon it. Upon which the
now.
She
was
going
to
beseech
the
Teach

he had not brought
down
the
vengeance
of
Jeo
p
prince promptly replied, “Yes, I can.” He took the in
hovah upon the Romans, therefore he could er to lay his blessing on the child. The dis the following account of the proceedings.
strument, which one would suppose to he only a bundle of
“
An
animated
and
most
amicable
discus

fish poles, and inquired if we would have a vocal accom
not be the true Delivererand w hat would the ciples heard this, and told her she must draw
paniment. On hearing our answer in the affirmative, ha
Pharisees say if they heard that his name had | hack; that tlie Master came to be a Prince sion was for some time sustained by the gar called
one of his servants who came crouching before him;
been mentioned at the table of the Passover? and a Deliverer, and that he had to do with rison chaplain, and ably supported by the ad and having paid his respects to his lord by raising both his
jutant general, that, by making total absti hands together before bis eyes in quick succession, he then
While the guests disputed in this nlTtnner, ' men, not with infants.
erect on the floor and waited for the symphony from
Rachel asked her mother to stoop down and i On hearing this, the children stepped back nence, and not mere temperance, the rule of sat
organ which was performed by the prince in a style that
, behind the tree near which they were stand- the institution, hundreds of soldiers would feel the
listen to her.
would almost compel one to believe that lie had been train
‘Do you remember,’ asked Rachel, ‘the ho j ing, while their mother stood, unwilling to re- obliged to refrain from becoming members.— ed in the music schools of some Christian country. The
music was peculiarly sweet and heart-stirring. Like most
Many
it
was
alleged,
who
had
become
mem

ly man who stood on the rock in the wilder ; tire, but hesitating to go forward. Rachel
of the Siamese music, it was characterized by soft and
bers
of
temperance
societies,
as
at
present
con

thought
that
she
should
not
like
to
meet
such
ness, and told us,about the Deliverer com
melting strains. It gave tenderness to my feeling, and I
stituted
had
found
themselves
unable
to
keep
could have wept freely when I looked at the performers,
a look as the Teacher cast upon his disciples
ing'?’
their
agreement:
and
had
withdrawn
their
and remembered that they were without hope and without
Rachel’s mother smiled at the idea that she when he came up to them, anti said that these
God, and were in awful danger of being excluded from
could forget John, who would not be persuad little children were nottohe forbidden to come names and openly returned to their former bearing any partin the songs of the redeemed in heavenexcesses,
orb
ad
played
the
hypocrite
and
drank
1’lie organ consists of fourteen bamboo pipes, of various
ed to come and stay in their house, but re to him. He was much displeased. But he
lengths, from six to fourteen feet, placed in pairs, and con
mained in*the wilderness, nourishing himself smiled upon their mother, and took their lit hard in private. The bishop the archdeacon, fined
together by a small oval block, two feet from the base
with the wild honey that he found in the hol tle sister in his arms, and laid his hands upon several other ministers of the gospel and se of Jthe pipes. Through this they pass, and open into one
low trees, and sheltering himself in the caves her head and blessed her. When Rachel veral member of the medical hoard, gave it common cavity within it, which opens externally at one
where it is shaped into a mouth piece. Each pipe
of the rock, that he might he found by all saw how the infant looked up into his face, as the result of long observation and expe end,
has a finger hole immediately above the block, and another
those who came out to hear him tell of the and stretched forth its little hands, she longed rience among the troops serving in India, that opening more or less removed from the base, according to
to go and take hold of the skirt of his gar there is no safety for soldiers except in abso the tone which it is designated to give. To play it, the in
Deliverer that should appear.
strument is grasped by both hands around the block, and
‘If he would have staid with us,’ said Ra ment, and ask him why he loved a helpless lute abstinence.
held in an upright position, with the small end of the pipe
chel, ‘he might have told us more of the De little baby like the one he held. IIow
upward. It requires strong lungs to fill It.—Ur. Brudlcy’s
M
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Jour, at Eaukok.
liverer, and then we should, have known whe her heart beat when she saw the Teacher look
towards her and hold out his hand to Elec and
ther this man is he.’
Impiety.—Burns used to say that he had
houses of beavers have each no more than one open
‘Not so,’ replied one of the guests: ‘for lead him into the midst of those who had been no idea of that kind of courage which consist ing,The
which is underwater, and always below the thickness
disputing,
and
tell
them
that
no
one
could
John himself did not know what to think of
ed in braving heaven. It may be doubted of the ice. By this means they escape the effects of tho
this man. I saw some of his followers go to enter his kingdom who would not receive him whether there is any courage at all in impie frost. They seldom quit their houses, unless they are dis
this Jesus, and ask him whether he was the as this child! When Rachel saw how her ty. Men have been known to make frequent turbed, or their provisions fail them. — E. J.
Messiah that should come, or whether they brother looked up in the Teacher’s face, for use ot blasphemies, who possess scarcely a
It is the custom of the Chinese to devote to eating and
getting all about the throne and the army, spark of personal courage; while many of the drinking, gambling and every kind of excess the first tbreo
should look for another.’
fAnd what did he say?’ asked the whole longing to hear more from him,and still cling bravest men on record were remarkable for or four days of each new year; and thus that period which
be spent in serious reflection, is peculiarly devoted
ing to his hand, she did think that even some the respect with which they always spoke of jihould
company.
to the service of sin and Satan by 300,000,000 of our dy ing
race.
little
children
might
possibly
learn
more
of
‘He had a crowd around him at the time
the Supreme Being. We might carry the
and had been curing some who were blind, and what he thought and felt and taught, than matter farther, and say that Religion is the
Notice.
some who were sick. He pointed to them, some who would not listen because he did not foundation of true courage.—Boston Herald.
Samuel II. Smith,
Knox Common Pleas,
and hade John’s friends tell him what had preach exactly as they had expected, and
In Chancery,
others who grew impatient for his giving them
been done—how the people were cured.’
At the time when Mr. Pealewas exhibiting The Heirs at Law of ( Bill filed Oct.
24th, A. D. 1836.
‘And did he say any thing else?’ asked Ra riches and glory.
his beautiful picture of the Court of Death, in David Cole, dec’d.
‘He means you as well as me, Rachel,’ said Boston, he sent the late Rev. Dr. Osgood a rIIIlE Bill stated that the Complainant, S. IL Smith,
chel in a low voice.
JL located lot No. 2 in the 1st quarter of the 8th Town
‘lie said something about thosebeingbless- Elec, when the teacher was departing and the ticket on which was written “Admit the bear ship
in the I4th Range in the United States Military tract
ed that should not be offended bywhat he did.’ children stood on the brink to watch him as er to the Court of Death;” the old gentle in said county of Knox, on a warrant in the name of Da
‘He would not have people he disappoint he crossed the stream, and entered a house on man never having heard of the picture was vid Cole, which Complainant had for a valuable considera_
. , „
i tion purchased from said Cole, and which said Cole assigned because he would not let himself be made the other side.
utterly confounded
iexpected to go, oeiore ' ed to Complainant, but owing to an informality in said as‘He means all of us children, I think,’ said long,” said he, “but I was not prepared for , signment the Patent for said lot came out in the name of
a king,’ whispered Rachel to her brother.
They asked as many questions as they dar Rachel. ‘But how glad you must be Elec, SO abrupt a summons.”--- Amer. Cit.
I -a,d c°'e-. I be prayer is tor a conveyance of said lot and
for general relief.
ed about the poor people whom this Jesus had that he took your hand, and spoke so of you,
j Notice is hereby given to said Defendants by order of
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and
looked
so
at
you;
I
wish
he
would
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cured: hut the guests seemed to think so mean
i the Court, that they appear at the next term of this Court
ly of him because he was himself poor, that back. But we shall always remember what What is the mountain breeze from the South to the bambu? , and plead answer or demur to said Bill, or the same will ba
Said
of
such
as,
from
native
rudeness
or
ignorance,
pay
taken as confessed.
the children were afraid to ask any further. he said.’
no regard to advice or exhortation. ’ The reference is to the
M. A. SAYRE, Sol'for Compl't.
I dare say, my dear children that we have Sandal Wood growing on the Malaya (Malabar)- moun Attest, April 12th, 1837.
It did seem strange that the Messiah of God
should not have where to lay his head, but all thought how glad the child must have been tains, or Western Ghats, whence the wind blows soft, and
Alex’t. Elliott, Clerk.
with sweet odours, but from which the natu
April 19—6t
their father seemed to think that this mean to be noticed by Jesus as he was; and that we impregnated
rally inodorous bambu imbibes no scent.
ness was only for a time; and that he would believe, as Rachel and Elec did, that what
’ Tis the beat of the little tabor beside the great drum.
Job Work.—Advertisements.
Uttered on occasions of unequal comparison, or compeappear in all the greatest splendor at last.
Jesus said was meant of all children; all who
titorship between persons of different attainments, rank,
Nearly all kinds of Job work and the printing of Books
‘What did you dream about, last night wish to hear what he intends for us instead or
importance. The little have no honor with or beside the and Pamphlets will he done at this office with neatness and
of having notions of our own. There are great, nor the ignorant in the company of tlie learned and despatch.
Elec?’ inquired Rachel the next morning.
intelligent.
Modestly said by one who declines expressing
Advertisements not inconsistent with the character and
too many of us who would like to follow Jesus
‘I dreamed about the Deliverer.’
his knowledge, views, or opinions, in presence of a much design of the Observer, will heinserted on the usual terms,
‘So did I. I dreamed that he came to see if we might only dislike our neighbors, or be wiser individual. A louder sound will drown a small one ------------us.’ ‘To see us! O Rachel!’
idle, or long for money or praise, and so on. so will high attainments eclipse inferior.
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’ Tis the swallow nestling in thefowler's house.
‘Well, it was only a dream, you know:— But this is not receiving Jesus as that little
IS
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Applied to hazardous experiments mid procedure, con
that he came to see us; and that he stood on child did. We must listen earnestly for all test with a powerful antagonist, &c.
the rock where the holy John used to stand, that he has to teach us, whatever it may be; The rat is a famous swimmer, h'c would carrg a bag of rice on TERMS—Two Dollars and fifty cents per annum. If
paid in advance, fifty cents will be deducted. No sub
his tail.
and that he was j ust going to speak, when the and endeavor diligently to do all that he bids
scriptions received for a less term than one vear. No
A jeer upon one who attempts what he cannot possibly
baby cried in my arms, and my mother sent us to do, however hard it may seem. We all accomplish, or who promises to do for another what he is paper> discontinued until all arrearages are paid, ex
cept at the option of the publishers.
me into the house with her, and so I did not wish, I dare say like those children that Jesus unable to effect for himself.
’ Tis a blind man's staff.
Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued
hear one word that he said.’
would come back to us; but, till we can see
Said of one’s sole comfort, or ’ • >», means of support,
are requested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days
‘And I,’ said Elec, ‘dreamed that he made him, we can comfort ourselves as they did, &c.
previous to the expiration of the term of their subscrip
A lazy ox looks for the new mdbrt fholidays.) . jl
tion,otherwise it will be considered anew engagement.
my father a great captain; and that I wanted with always remembering what he said.
Directed against indolent persons who shy their work.
to go to war too; and begged and begged but
*** All communications relative to this paper, must be
What are you about,friend washerman, taking up j/our abode in
directed to the Rev. M. T. C. Wing, Gambier, Knox
he did not seem to hear me. And then I
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Rev. W M. a. SMALLWOOD, ..... Zanesville
vantages
and
opportunities,
or
incompetent
to
fulfil
the
obli

Rev.
A.
GUION,
............................
pi
qlla
this.^ ‘Is he sitting alone under the tree?’
es of porous clay, or wheeled round in porta gations of his station and office.
JOHNS,.................... Mansfield.
es: there is nobody very near him.— ble fountains, with large glass goblets, for the
'XJLLIAM A KRUG, ................ Hamilton, Butler Co.
What! a load borne on a wizard's shoulders !
LLLN BOULT,................................ Norwalk,
Come and see.’
refreshment of the purchaser. I have seen a (From which he ought to he expected to relieve himself Rev. J. P. BAILSMAN,................. Circleville
E. BOYDEN, ......................... Cleveland,
‘I dare not,’ said Rachel. ‘Wait till there gentleman stop one of these water carriers, by his art, but which he yet carries for a subsistence.)_ Rev.
SETH I)AVIS, ..................... Ohio City,
Similar in application to our “Physician ! heal thyself,” SRev.
S. FULLER,................................. Massillon,
are more people about him.’
and drink a sparkling tumbler of the pure
REV. ANSON CLARK, ............... Grafton,
Elec thought that this was foolish, that chrystal beverage, in the open street, with as Employing a weaver’s beam (ora cannon shotJ to strike a fly? REV. J. L. HARRISON.................. Warren
REV. JAMES McELROY,............ Delaware,
A reflection upon great preparations for a trifling end or REV. S. A, BRONSON, ................ Granvillethe great Teacher would take notice of much apparent pleasure as any red-nosed
undue exertions in a matter of easy execution.
°
’
REV. T. BARROW'........................ Akron,
little children like them. So Rachel took her ‘ gentleman of the, bar” in our country would
Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN,................ Monroe, Michigan,
Will crows be wanting when one scatters ricet
C. C. TROWBRIDGE, Esq............ Detroit,
little brother’s hand, and went out.
Intimating that there will never be a deficiency of ap Rev. N. I.YSTER,........................... Tecumseh,
exhibit in quaffing a hottie of poisoned chamSCHUYLER...... Marshall
Already the people were resorting to the paigne, or Copenhagen porter. Riding the plication wherever there is any gain to be acquired, nor MONTGOMERY
Rev. WM. SUDDARDS................ Philadelphia,Penn
paucity ot candidates for a profitable office or employ HENRY
L. BOLT.MAN............... Pittsburgh,
“
river bank; as they did to every place where other day into the country we stopped for a ament.
‘ •
Rev. W'm. ARMSTRONG.............. W heeling, Va,
Jesus was known to be. Some were crossing moment at the door of a small ventorillo, or
CHAS. W1LTBERGF.R,................ Washington,D. C.
^4 /re in the heart is not extinguishable with water.
R. M. WHITE,................................ New York.
the ford, having come from Jersualem; others inn, by the way-side, and were not a little
Applied to fruitless attempts at soothing, by common ROBERT JONES ........................... Crawfordsville, Indiana.
MI'lTHELL...................... Natchez, Miss.
followed by the road by which the Teacher pleased at the evident enjoyment with which place remark, a grave and serious sorrow, or nt allaying hot JOSEPH
Rev. P. R. MINARD....................... St. Louis.Missouri.
resentment by irrelevent observation.'
NICHOLAS TORODK .................. Brushill. Cook Co, Illinola.

